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CRATEAUBRIAND IN A 'M E R, I C A. 
r .. 
In studying the writings of an author it is interesting 
to discover; if possible, how he was influenced by his early en-
vironment, and how later associations interpreted or colored the 
earlier ones or showed themselves in the written wora. In con-
sidering Chateaubriand it is not difficult to trace this early 
influence. He himself gives us a very clear picture in his Me-
moirs. 
Born in St. Malo, Brittany. on the 4th of September,l768, 
he came of an ·ancient family whose descent he traces from the elev-
, enth century. An ancestor accompanied St .. Louis to the Holy Lana, 
and the family had a castle of some importance in Brittany. Like 
most families, this one divided into branches, and had its ups ana 
downs of fortune. Under Louis XIV, in 1669,the right of the family 
to knighthood was ~e~established and the coat of arms duly describ-
ed as gules, scattered with fleurs-de-lys, without limited number. 
Chateaubriand was proud of this descent, although he was a younger 
son of a younger son and pretended that the hpnors of the nobility 
were empty. 
He describes his father as he knew him, as of a silent, 
stern, and morose disposition, with outbursts of anger, a man who 
inspired his entire family with such terror that in his presence 
i 
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they were all frozen int6~uteness1 which only melted when he had 
retired for the hight,after receiving the embraces of his chil-
dren, which must have been of a perfunctory nature with such feel-
ings back of them~ Later in life, and after his father 1 s death, 
Chateaubriand was better able to appreciate his worth and to real-
ize that some of h~s sternness was a cloak to cover his feelings, 
or assumed for the purpose of developing the character of his son. 
Of his mother he speaks with more tenderness. He says 
that she was very intelligent, with a lively imagination, a taste 
formed by reading Fe'nelon, Racine7 and Madame de S.av~gn:€, and a mind 
stored with anecdotes of the court of Louis XIV. She would have 
been glad to talk but was repressed by the gloom of her husband. 
She therefore became melancholy and took refuge in sighs. 
Fran~ois Rene de Chateaubriand was the youngest of ten 
children,of whom only six lived to grow up, a brother and four 
sisters. His early home was at St. Malo, a small Breton t.own sit-
uated on a rocky island on the shore of the English Channel. The 
island is joined to the mainland by a narrow causeway called the 
Sil~on, and is a -garrison town surrounded by .a wall, and dominated 
by a castle and a cathedral. 
In the sixth century the island contained a monastery 
. 
where lived a certain priest named Malo, from whom the town later 
took its name. The little town itself has narrow, crooked .streets 
with numerous old houses. It was in one of these dark old houses 
overlooking the wall and beyond that the sea~ that Fran~eis de 
Chateaubriand was born and lived for a few years. The' town and its 
surroundings made a very strong impression on him and he returned 
to it several times after he grew to manhood. 
-2-
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He relates of his infancy that he was put out to nurse 
with a woman who dedicated him to our Lady of Nazareth, with the 
vow that he should wear only blue and white until he was seven 
years of age. Apparently the vow was kept, although he did not 
stay with this woman, but returned to the home of his parents, 
where he had another nurse, Villeneuve, to whom he became very 
much attached. But at the end of the seven years he was taken 
back to the village where the vow was registered and by means of 
an elaborate church ceremony, was released from the blue and white 
clothing, which was hung under an image of the Virgin, and he was 
given a violet-colored dress. 
In the same village lived his maternal grandmother, whom 
he loved to visit, because her household was so different from his 
father's. He has left a sketch of his grandmother and her mode of 
life, which is like that of some of the ladies of Cranford or some 
of Jane Austen's characters, - every.day exactly like every other 
day, lived with the same precision in the same little narrow rouud 
with the same small circle of friends and relatives, always telling 
the same storie? and doing the same things. 
The boyish pranks of Chateaubriand were those of other 
boys of his age, and he was frequently in disgrace, sometimes by 
his own actions, sometimes by those into ~hich he was led by his 
' 
companions. He says of himself, '"The Chevalier de Chateaubriand, 
aged nine years, passed for an atrocious man, - a remnant of those 
pirates, of whom the Holy Aaron had purged his rocky islandn. His 
chief companion at this period was a boy named Gesril, who lived in 
another apartment of the hotel occupied by the Chateaubriands. This 
-3-
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boy was of the variety which incites others to iniquities, from 
which he manages to keep his own skirts clear. At last M. and Mme. 
de Chateaubriand decided that the boys must be separatedt and to 
that end that Fran~ois must be sent away to school. From the first 
the boy had been destined for the sea, and he had a great love for 
it. At St. Malo he loved to sit on the rocks and gaze upon the 
water. Re would sit alone, for it was his natural disposition to 
love solitude, and his life at home with its repressive measures 
accentuated this love. 
At this time it was thought that a seaman needed but little 
education, so it was thought that some English, some hydrography, 
some mathematics1 and a little drawing were more than sufficient for 
him to know, ther~fore he grew up without study. In the first 
school ·to which he went with his sister Lucile, two years olaer 
than he, both children were considered stu~id, b~t when the boy 
tried to protect his sister from the reproaches of the teacher, he 
was considered unruly,. and duly punished. 
When the time came for him to go away to school, the whole 
family, that is, the mother, .four sisters and himself, set out first 
from St. Malo t0 the castle of Combourg, where the father had al-
ready gone. 
This castle had formerly belonged to the family of Chat-
eaubria.lld, and had recently come into the hands of M. de Chateaubri-
and, who hoped by frugal living, to reclaim more of the ancient 
possessions of his forebears.· 
Chateaubriand gives in his Memoirs a picture of the old-
~~a§hioned lumbering coach in which they traveled on this journey, 
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with its gilt panels~ its purple tassels, and its e.ight horses 
decked out with bells and fringes. It was an all day's journey, 
albeit only fourteen miles as the oto~flies, during which the boy 
. was looking out on a new world and. drinking in all that he· ·saw and. 
heard.. The arrival at the castle was through a fin~ avenue of 
elm trees arching overhead., then the steward's house, then a beau-
tiful green lawn called. la cour verte, and at last the chateau, a 
grim and. forbidding structure with towers at the four corners, all 
of different ages, materials, and sizes, and. joined together by 
curtains of stone pierced. with a few grated windows ana topped. by 
covered battlements. 
The approach to the castle door was by a long and. wide 
flight of steps covering the filled-in moat of former days and. re-
placing the ancient drawbridge. 
After a short stay at dombourg the young Fran~ois was car- 1 . 
ried. away to Dol.Here, the intellectual faculties which had. lain 
dormant at St. Malo quickly developed, and. the .boy became renowned. 
for his excellence in mathematics and. Latin, for his verbal memory, 
and. for his love of study. 
He tells a story of himself which illustrates his ver-
bal memory. Every d.ay after evening prayers the ,~oys had. to lis-
ten to a lecture by the principal on some religious subject, after 
which one of them was called. upon to give .the substance of the talk • 
The boys were tired and sleepy and anxiouS. to escape this ordeal, 
and tried. to find. places in which to hide themselves to avoid being 
called. u:pon. One evening Francois thought he had a good. safe 
s 
--p-ra:c-e in a confessional, but his toes stuck out and. he was the one 
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called on. Fortunately for him he was not sleepy that night,and 
. was able to repeat almost word for wor~ the long prosy disserta-
tion on the different ways of sinning against God, in language.whol-
ly beyond his comprehension• This performance won him the approval 
' 
of the principal, who, as a re~$rd, allowed him to stay in bed the 
next morning until breakfast time~ 
During their recreation periods, the boys were taken to 
walk to places in the neighborhood and were given plenty of free-
dom in play. The one restriction was that they were not to climb 
trees, therefore that was the one thing they desired to.do if it 
could be done undiscovered. One day they espied a magpie's' nest in 
a tall elm, with the mother bird sitting on it. Fran~ois was the 
best climber, so he started up the tree1 Which was without branches 
for some distance. He ~;mcceeded in getting the co.veted eggs and 
started down the tree, when the prefect was seen approachmyg. The 
poys on the ground fled and Fran~ois was left to get down as best 
he could, with skinned hands and legs, and alas~ a brilliant yellow 
color covering his clothing. The prefect promised him a caning. 
The boy refused, :for he thought he should be :forever disgraced in 
the eyes o:f his comrades. Arrived at the school, he begged and 
pleaded for any other kind of punishment but caning, but the pre-
fect was inexorable. This enraged the boy, who got up from his 
knees and gave the prefect a kick in the shins which brought forth 
a cry of pain and caused him to limp to the door and double-lock it • 
He struck at the boy with his ferule, but he. wrapping himself in 
the bed quilt behind the bed, called out, 
nMacte animo, generose puer;n 
This made the prefect laughJand he called a truce. The 
case was taken to the PrincipalJwho let the boy off :from the caning. 
-6-
At the end of his three years at Dol~ came the time when 
the boy was to make his first communion. The final tardy confes-
sian of sins, before concealed. the fatherly advice of the priest, 
absolution, and the taking of the sacred wafer all made a very deep 
impression on the boy, and he says made an honest man of him. 
His next school was the coll~ge at Rennes, a naval prepar-
atory school, where he continued his studies in mathematics and 
languages, and likewise met his old playmate Gesril, as yet un-
changed in character. 
After the small college of Dol, Rennes with its numerous 
masters and many students seemed to Fran1ois a small world in it-
self, and at first he was somewhat overwhelmed, but he soon ,._ 
gre~ accustomed to the new surroundings and became a leader as he 
had been at Dol. He says of himself that he did not seek leader-
ship, iR fact he was embarrassed in the presence of others, for he 
always felt that they were superior to him in some way. But never-
theless they looked up to him and he accepted their homage. 
, Dp.ri:ilg .hi.s(~stay at Rennes, his character was developing. 
The deep contentment in religion and religious exercises which he 
had felt at his entrance at Rennes, gave place to indifference 
amid the many distractions. His companions, too,. Gesril and some 
others, were at that time mainly concerned in making trouble for:·. 
the masters, and our friend Fran~ois was an able second to their 
efforts. 
He displayed, however, the same quickness at learning. 
He excelled in languages and mathematicsi developed a great lik-
ing for music and architecture, and wrote poetry in preference 
to prose. He could adapt himself to things serious or things 
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lively with equal facility; he soon wearied of a subject, and yet 
was capable of taking infinite pains. These characte·ristics, 
which he recognized in himself, are a sort of key to his life~even 
as the priest at his first communion had told him what he would be, 
and had warned him against the wrong tendencies which he saw in 
him, while praising the good. · 
At Rennes he stayed for two years, at the end of which 
time he set out for Brest, there to take his examination for naval 
cadet. 
Here he was obliged to wait for some days for the arriv-
al of necessary papers. He spent his time on the quays watching 
with the deepest interest all the activities of a naval base, or 
gazing out upon the waste of waters which rolled between him and 
unknown worlds. 
One day while spending his time. on the shore. the whole 
French fleet entered the harbor, firing salvos "in honor of the 
peacen, he says. This must have been the peace of July, 1783,which 
closed the war between England on the one hand, and France, Spain 
and Holland on the other.. Thus we are able to fix the date of his 
going to Brest and his age as almost fifteen, which was and is the 
age at which students are admitted to the naval academy at Brest. 
When Chateaubriand began to write his Memoirs he dated 
his chapters~ but for ·the most part he leaves us in the most de-
lightful uncertainty as to the time when the events of his early 
life took place. 
While he was watching the manoeuvres of the above-men-
tioned fleet, he saw boats leaving the ships bringing relays of 
men for shore leave. One of these was his old friend "Gesril. who 
_g,.... 
had left Rennes more than a year before Chateaubria~d and had been 
in the service. He was now going home on a ·furlough. This thought 
so struck the lo:m.ely, homesick boy, that he immediately made u:p his 
mint t0 gG home too, and forthwith started, without giving notice 
to any one, - to his uncle under whose charge he was, to his teach-
ers, or most of all to his parents. For once he seemed to forget 
his fear of ~his father. And strangely enough, his unexpected 
. ! . 
appearance seemed to create little comment and no censure from his 
father, and he was received with pleasure by his mother and sister 
Lucile. This act, however, terminated his anticipated career in 
the navy, and only served to emphasize his growing dislike for any 
kind of control or confinement to definite hours or rules, a dis-
like which had been engendered and fostered by his neglected child-
hood. 
Not knowing what he wanted to do, he declared his willing-
ness to study for the church, and was accordingly sent to the col-
lege at Dinan. Here he began the study of Hebrew, for he knew more 
Latin than his professo~s, but as usual his period of residence was 
short .and he soon returned to Ce..mbourg,. 
At Combourg the life was very monotonous. In the morn~ 
ing the boy was supposed to be studying, but he says that the most 
of the time he was doing nothing. After the midday meal he burst 
the bounds of his prison. and ran and played in the forest. Here 
4IJ he could indulge his love of solitude and commune with his own fan-
cies. 
His sister Lucile, the only one now left at home, was the 
only person who ever accompanied him on his walks. This sister was 
always very dear to him. She was two years older than he, and in 
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childhood must have been peculiar looking, for she had a very long 
and swan-like neck, and for some unexplained reason always wore an 
iron collar. Both children were dressed most unbecomingly and 
never had things as good as the children about them. This seems 
to have been not so much because of lack of means as because of 
lack of interest on the part of the parents. The father was oc-
cupied in trying to improve the revenues from his estates, the 
mother was occupied with her prayers or with her preparations to 
leave Gombourg for her annual Easter visit to st. Malo:t where she 
felt herself less in prison tha~ at the castle. So the children 
_, 
were left very much to themselves. 
At Gombourg they found much to talk about and they com-
pared their ideas on all subjects. They talked about the world, 
but it was the world of their own fancies, for neither of them 
knew the real world. Lucile was deeply religious for she had no 
other outlet for her intellect or her spirit. Rer thoughts were 
so intent on the things of the spirit that she almost saw visions. 
In their talks, Luci~e said. one day to her brother, nYou ought to 
say that in verse.n This set the boy to thinking and he began to 
express himself in verse. 
He began to feel in himself also the ·:awakenings of pas-
sions which he did not understand. He found no subject on which 
to bestow his feelings, so he created for himself a being whom he 
called a sylph, whom he endowed with all the beauty of body and 
soul/ ·for which he yearned, and which he kept before him for at 
least two years, confiding to it his thought, his lovej his melan-
choly, 
..... 10-
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This sylph. however, did not :prevent his falling into 
such a low state that he took his old hunting gun, which sometimes 
went off unexpeq tedly, and set out for the woods, giving one :part-
ing look at the castle. In the woods he loaded the gun with three 
balls, :put the muzzle in his mouth and struck the gun on tha ground. 
Several unsuccessful efforts made him give up the attempt to take 
his own life, and he returned home feeling that his ·hour had not 
yet came. 
This intense interior life, w~th a :practically solitary 
exterior life, brought on a severe fit of sickness. On his recov-
ery from this· illness, he was offered a benefice. His mother 
came to him and said that he must now make up his mind as to what 
he would do. She wished that he might become a :priest, but :pre-
ferred that he should be a good man of the world rather than a bad 
:priest. He thought the matter over and could not think of him-
self as a :priest or a bishop. He did not wish to be a hypocrite 
and he lacked the ambition to make himself appear what he was not. 
Thus this opportunity :passed• and for a second time he had 
changed his mind at the last moment when on the brink of an impor-
tant step in his life. There now remained the army. He thought 
he would like that.t but .wondered how he should be able to submit 
himself to the discipline. Wild ideas of Canada and of India 
came into his head, but he was sent to St. Malo, where an expedi-
tion was fitting out for Pondicherry. 
In St. Malo he walked about the streets of his old home, 
but found no familiar faces. The house of his birth had been made 
over into an inn, and his nurse,Villeneuve, had just died. He 
.... 11-
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felt solitary, as usual. and as if life held nothing for him. 
A letter recalled him to Combourg. Ris mother and Lu-
cile were surprised to see him, and his father made no sign. The 
next morning, however, his father oalled him to his room; told 
him it was time for him to renounce his follies, that his brother 
had obtained him a commission as sub .... lieutenant in the Navarre 
regiment, and that he was to set out at once for Rennes and then 
to Cambrai. Re gave him a hundred louis and told him to take care 
of them. Re said he was old and sick and had not long to live., 
but his ·son must be an honest, upright man and not disgrace his 
name. Re then embraced him in a way that showed he loved him in 
spite of his.hard, ·stern manner. Fn~cois. burst into tears as he 
. . 5 
returned his father's embrace, feeling that he owed him all ten-
derness. The father thrust his old sword into the boy's hand and 
c~ducted him to a carriage waiting at· the foot of the steps, with-
out giving him time to bid farewell to his mother and sister who 
stood weeping near by. This was the last time he ever saw his 
father, for he died of apoplexy a few months later. 
At Rennes, the relative to whom he went put him in charge 
of a lady who was travelling to Paris.. This did not please our 
young man, though he was obliged to accept the offer. As the jour-
ney was one of about two hundred miles in a carriage, it must have 
taken several days,. When Mme. de Chateaubriand went from st.Malo 
to Combourg, she took a long way, following the coast, making the 
distance some thirty~five miles. This the family accomplished be-
tween sunrise and sunset. By the same scale of speed Fran9ois and 
the lady must have needed from five to six days, yet the only inci-
-12-
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dents that,we learn of this first long journey are trivial. They 
started at midnight, and the boy~ frightened to be alone with a 
strange woman, drew ~imself into the corner of the -carriage for 
fear of touching her dress, and retired into his shell. No ef-
fort of the lady had any effect in drawing him out. He mumbled 
inarticulate words till she thought him a nobody. From the de-
scription in the Memoires drOutre Tombe, we might think that the 
next morning ended the journey, but consideration of the map and 
of the transportation fac.ilities of the time lead us to our former 
conclusion of a duratio'n of several d.ays, a period which must have 
been uncomfortable enough for both parties concerned. 
Francois notices when the Breton __ -ac'c)e.nt: and costume 
~ 
cease and the loss of these familiar surroundings plunges him 
into a deeper abyss of aloofness. As they approq1,ch Paris, they 
stop at St. Cyr, and he notices the fine roads and the regular 
lines of trees.. .At Versailles he speaks of the orangerie and its 
marble steps which seem marvelous to him. He ment:Lons that there 
was a chateau, but there is no word about it. If he saw the oran-
gerie he could not help seeing the palace. Why no mention of its 
size or magnificence? He speaks of Trianon, but it is from the 
point of view of his. later ye,ars when he was writing his niemo±:ts, 
and not from the impressionable gaze· of a youth seeing it for the 
first time • 
Paris is reached at last. Fran~ois sees people laughing 
on the streets and thinks they are laughing at him. .Another rea-
son for moro·seness! They alight at a hotel, and the lady said to 
the servants, n Show the ge:~p.tleman to a roomY, and left him, and 
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he never saw her again. The servants take him to a third story 
room looking on an inner court which appears to him like a well. 
Finding that he wants nothingt they leave precipitately, and our 
young man is left, not knowing in the least how to make his wants 
known. The bed is dirty and unmade, so he cannot lie down. He is 
hungry'· but he knows not whether to call out of the window or go 
down stairs to ask for something·to eat. While he is debating in 
his own mind what to do, a knock comes at the door and his brother 
enters. His traveling companion has notified the brother of the 
young man 1 s arrival, and he has come to look after him. A visit 
to his. sister Julie, Mme.de Farcy, puts new life in~o him .. Next 
to Lucile, Julie :.is his· favorite sister. The two. older ones are 
. 
little mentioned, but Julie and Lucile play a large part in his 
life. He has said that Lucile was tall, slight, with long blaek 
hair, and a beauty that was serious 1 and with a look either dreamy 
or full of fire when ':she Wa$ animated. He now speaks of Julie as 
much prettier than Lucile', with blue eyes and wavy brown hair, and 
beautifully dressed. She was grac.:ious, brilliant, talented, as· 
well as very religious, and moved in high society. 
But he had to leave this breath of home for the camp, 
where through the good offices of one of his brothers-in-law, he 
had letters of introduction to some of the officers of the regi-
ment. So g_uiekly did he learn the. ma.nual of arms that·he rose 
rapidly from grade to grade to his sub-lieutenancy. Meanwhile he 
made himself popular. with his companions, old and young. He had 
this quality of attracting others to himself while he loved soli-
tude and at times the presence of people irritated him. 
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He pictures himself at this period as something of a 
dandy. The severity of the military costume with its closely 
buttoned coat, stiff hair-dressing and small hat, was too confin-
ing for our independent youth. and after hours he modified it by 
loosening the curls of his hair, softenJng the queuef donning a 
larger hat, and opening the revers of h~s coat. In this ntendre 
ntglige'·n, as he calls it, he was in the habit of setting forth to 
pay court to one of the girls of the town for one of his compan-
ions. One evening he found. himself face to face with his ma.jor, 
who promptly gave him three days in the guard. house for disobeying 
orders in regard to dress. He took this disgrace philosophieally, 
considering that at; least he was spared doing the amorous errands 
of his friends, nl, quelque chose malheur est bonn, he says. 
During his term of service at Cambrait he reread Ftne'lon 1 s 
T6le'maque, which was appropriate, for F~n~lon was ?ishop of Cambrai 
and. is buried. there. This item is of interest because it is the 
first mention of any book which he had. read. in his own language 
which might have an influence on his literary taste. There can 
be no doubt that he was reading much, and. as in school he read. the 
classics in Latin and GreeJt, so he must -also, it would. seem, have 
read those in French and English. 
During his first year in the army occurrea the death of 
his father. The word sent to him by Lucile made him think how 
truly he respected. and. almost loved his father in spite of his 
severities. He obtained a leave and went home for the disposition 
of the property. liter this gathering of the family they scat-
tered. again, the mother to ~t.Malo, the brother to Paris, Lucile 
to Mme. de Farcy, and Franrois to one of the other sisters. There 
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he remained for some months, until he was disturbed by a letter 
from his brother-bidding him come to :Paris to be presented at 
Court. This was the last thing that he desired~but his sisters 
insisted that he must go, and accordingly he set out to make his 
first appearance at the most celebrated c~urt in Europe. But he 
went as if going to the galleys. 
When he arrived in Parisl he went to the same hotel to 
which he had been taken on his first visit, because he knew no 
other. He dined with his brother every day, but for the rest of 
the time he was alone. Re was at that time much interested in 
Greek and spent his mornings in translating the Odyssey and the 
Cyropaedia of Xenophon, and in studying history, but he does not 
tell us where he got his books, perhaps at some second hand stall 
on the quais if these were iri existence in his day. After his 
return fro'm dining with his brother~ he sat at his window and oc-
casionally met the glance of two young girls who sat at the window 
of the house opposite, busied with drawing. These girls with whom 
he never- spoke, were hms only society in Paris. When his brother 
asked him what he had done or what he had seen through the day, 
his invariable answer was, nNothingn. Ris brother was disgusted. 
with him, shrugged his shoulders and thought him incorrigible. 
In the evening he either went to the play or walked the streets 
or the quais, then returned to his room to sit for ho~rs over his 
fire, which he says said nothing to him; but the roll of earriages 
on the streets calle!d up the sound of the waves at St. Malo or the 
winds in nhisn wood.s at Combourg. He invented stories of the peo-
ple in these carriages and imagined he saw the world in his fire-
place. 
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But these dreams eame to an end with the great day of 
the :presentation. He set out for Versailles with his brother,who 
there delivered him to theM~~-!3 .. b:al de Duras, who in s:pi te of his 
goodness, inspired ahataaubriand with fear. It was with no :pleas-
ant anticipations· that he started alone the next morning for the 
chateau. The pomp and splendor of the court impressed him mueh, 
for he exclaims, TTHe who has not seen the. :pomp of Versailles has 
seen nothing.n The military display pleased. him, but as he 
waited in the Oeil-de-Boeuf, the looks anaL q_uestions of the 
courtiers who wondered who .he was 1 embarrassed him. 
At the proper moment a door opened and the king appeared 
on his way to mass. When in his progress through the room he eame 
to our debutant, the Miarechal de Duras pronounced. his name. The 
king bowed, hesitated as ~f he would say .something, bu~ then :passed 
on. Our strange young man felt no embarrassment, for .to him the 
king was the head of the army, the chief of state, and he felt 
that he could address him without fear. The king having :passed,, 
the company hurried to the gallery to see the q_ueen on her return 
from the chapel. Having seen her surrounded by a gay throng, the 
great day was over, and our young man set out for Paris and his 
humble hotel, in spite of the protestations of his brother who 
wished him to remain for the evening when the q_ue.en was to have an 
assembly and he would have an opportunity to be named to.her and 
perhaps be spoken to. 
A few days later the debutante were invited to attend a 
hunt with the king. The gue$ts were transported from Versailles 
in the royal chariots and at the hunting grounds were given their 
mounts. Our young man was dressed in the regulation costume for 
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he came to his grand-da.ughterrs house and gathered all the 
children together into a grand :frolic making considerable up-
roar. 
When the frolic was over, he was ready to talk, and it 
was at these times that Chateaubriand had long conversations 
with him. M~ de Malesherbes was an enthusiastic botanist, and 
was fond of geography, and it was he who caused Chateaubriand 
to begin the study of botany, and who aroused in him the desire 
to travel in the w&lds of America! 
They also talked politics. It was at this period that 
C:hateaubriand began to take a deep interest in politics. He 
spent his time between Paris and Brittany. In both places there 
was great political unrest. The long struggle of the people for 
power 1 for liberties which the,y had not had under the feudal 
system or the apsolute monarchy of the kings was gradually draw-
ing towards the revolution which was now not far off. The States-
General of Brittany which had served as a model for the States-
General in the rest o:f France, had secured a number of privi-
leges in the course of two hundred. ye.ars, but it was now in a 
state of turmoil because of.the hearth-money, a tax for each 
fire, laid. on the rich commoners. C:hateaubriand says this tax 
played mp:ch the same part in the French Revolution that the 
Stamp Act did in America. He des.cri bes his first attendance in 
1788 at a Diet of the nobles of Brittany, say~ng that he was 
much astonished and amused at the noise and shouting and gesticu-
lating, where everybody tried to talk at onee. From the Diet 
the whole assembly trooped to the residence of the commandant, 
demanding entrance. This personage was a mild man who allowed 
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the nnoblestt to enter his mansion ana listened to what they had 
to say. They finally prepared a statement in writing to the 
effect that they considered infamous any person who accepted 
office in the new regime not sanctioned by the laws and customs 
of Brittany. This important document was carried by a number 
of men to Paris. wherethey were promptly clapped into the Bas-
tille, only to be soon released and received with great honors 
on their return to Brittany. Thus· ended Chateaubriandrs first 
poli~ical meeting. 
During this same year he was admitted to the ,eecfuesi-
astical order of the Knights of Malta. To Jo_e eligible to this 
order it was necessary to belong to the nobility with numerous 
quarterings, and the initiatioA consisted in submitting to the 
tonsure and thus entering the priesthood.. The most important 
benefit from membership in this order seemed to be an annual in-(-:-) come of two hundred thousand. livres. 
And now begins the story of that confused period,the 
beginning of the Revolution, when the people, feeling that they 
were oppressed. but not knowing how to get redress, thought to 
better their _condition by acts of violence, led not by men of. 
wisdom, but by bold spirits whose one idea was iconoclasm, -
down with the existing state of things~ - but what was to take its 
place? No one knew. The excited mob hearing that an army was 
coming from another part of the city to subdue them, began to 
tear up the pavements, carrying the stones to the tops of houses 
to throw down upon the soldiers. The armorersr shops and the 
Invalides were broken.into and the people armed themselves as 
National Guards. 
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Ghateaubr:tand was in Eri t:tany at the beginning of these 
disorders, but was a spectator at the taking of the :Bastille on 
the 14th of July. lie says the conquerors of the :Bastille, heroes 
of the taverns. rode about in hired carriages in drunken happiness. 
The destruction of the famous old prison took place in the. :presence. 
of crowds of people who went as to a spectacle. The keys of the 
:Bastille were duplicated and sent to all the simpletons of import-
anc e throughout the world. In his Voyage en Amlrique, written 
some years later, he says Was~ington showed him his key of the 
:Bastille (which is still :preserved at Mount Vernon) but that he did 
not tell him that his was only one of many, for this would have de~ 
strayed its value to Washington. Of the destruction of the :Bas-
tille Ghateaubriand says,"No event, however miserable and odious in 
itself, should be treated with levity when its circumstances are 
serious, when it forms an epoch; what should have been seen in the 
taking of the :Bastille ( and this was not then seen)' was, not the 
violent act of a :people's emancipation, but that emancipation itH 
self, the result of the act. 0 
The fall of the Bastille caused the dissolution of the 
court at Versailles, and the courtiers scattered to the surround-
ing countries. leaving the king practically alone. A few days lat-
er a crowd came through the street where Ohateaubriandrs apart-
ments were. Ris sisters and some friends were with him, when they 
discovered that the crowd were carrying on pikes the hea~s of two 
men, Foulon and Eerthier. Foulon was a financier much disliked 
by the :people, who saw him grow rich while he was oppressing them. 
Chateaubriand is inaccurate in saying that the other head was that 
of Earthier, for other authorities state that during the Revolution 
• 
he was chief of staff of the Versailles national guard, 'that he pro-
tected the aunts of Louis XVI from violence, and that he afterward 
became chief of staff to Napoleon, with whom he stayed till 1814, 
when he made his peace with Louis XVIII; also that on the return of 
Napoleon he withdrew from public life and died in 1815. 
The s:tght of these heads. however. created great indigna-
tion in the heart of Ohateaubriand, and he began to consider.leaving 
France for some distant land. He had had a leaning towards the 
revolution, but these methods changed him entirely. 
The events of the Revolution which now followed, the en-
forced journey of the king and his fa~ily from Versailles to Paris 
accompanied by the National Guard and a rabble of people· calling out, 
"Here are the baker, the baker's wife and the little baker's bay11 ; 
the declaration to the king that the people had conquered their king, 
to which the king replied that he had came to Paris of his own free 
will; the meetings of the Constituent Assembly, which, unable to 
come to.an agreement with the king, ended by disregarding him entire-
ly and by overturning all the customs and the whole organization of 
the country, ... these things were witnessed by Ohateaubriand, who re-
tained his loyalty to the king but could not help being a keen ob-
server of the tremendous turmoil which was overturning his country.~ 
He met socially the men who were the leaders. After a dinner at which 
Mirabeau had been present, he happened to be passing out by his side, 
when Mirabeau made some remark, placing his hand upon the young man's 
shoulder. Ohateaubriand; says, 11 I still feel the impress of that 
hand, as if Sata~ had touched me with his claw of fire." 
He says that before the Revolution, when he had read· of 
public disturbances, he had wondered how people could live during 
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• them. But he learned. that such B.isturbances quickened. all life, 
and he saw the city filled with meetings of all sorts~ literary and 
political. and with theatres where the actors announced the news 
from the stage and the pit sang patriotic songs. Here he used often 
to enjoy his own company. His former haunts of the quais and the 
streets of old Paris were no longer safe. So he saw all the actors 
while he buried. himself in his own thoughts and fancies. 
Another place of meeting for the thinkers of the time 
was the salons of the aristocracy. Many of these people had left 
the country, but of the few who were·left and who opened their 
houses to literary people and other celebrities~ we may mention 
that of M. Necker, whose daughter~ Mme. de Stael, was a bright and 
shining light of the time, taking a prominent part in the affairs 
of the country, though perhaps thinking herself rather more impor-
tant than she really was; there were also the evening parties at the 
ho~S$8 of Mesdames de Paix~ de Vaudreuil' and others. 
Newspapers and pamphlets.came out by thousands, and bitter 
was the war waged among them. 
During all this uproar of men, ideas, and things, Chateau-
briand took nei:f?her side as a partisan, though he was ready enough 
to uphold some things on the other side when discussing with the op-
posite ones. He felt perfectly at home when he could address a 
crowd, but since he did not feel drawn to take an active part on 
either side, and felt that no one oared for J:j.im one way or the other, 
1lt he nourished his idea of_going to America, whither some of his coun~ 
trymen had preceded him, and spent long hours reading books of dis-
covery, particularly of the polar regions, by those men of different 
nations who had in the eighteenth century set out to find the long-
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sought north-west passage. Chateaubriand thought he would like to 
be one of those to whom might come the honor of being successful in 
the search. M. de Malesherbes encouraged him in his idea of a jour-
ney, and together they pored over all the published maps and charts. 
This was the period too, when, at tbe instigation of M. Malesherbes 
he began the study of botany, soon imagining himself, as he says~ a 
Linnaeus. 
Having definitely made up his mind to undertake this 
journey, he set out for Brittany, leaving his brother and two sisters 
in Paris. ~e visited his ether sisters at Fougeres, and there met 
the Marquis de la Rouerie, who had been one of the French soldiers 
of the American Revolution unde·r the name of Colonel .A.rmaE.d. 
From him he obtained a ietter to General ~ashington; which 
he afterwards presented. Continuing to St .. Malo, his old home, from 
which he planned to embark in order to see his mother as long as 
possible, he spent the next two months in making his preparations. 
He engaged passage in a ship sailing to Baltimore and set sail on 
a day in early April, 1791. 
• 
• 
II. 
In the light of what Chateaubriand writes in his 
Voyage en Amlrique as to the extent of his travels, it is 
worth while to consider closely .the dates which he mentions 
and .to compare them with other known dates. In the Memoirs 
he says "A letter of my brothe·r' s has fixed the date of my 
departure in my memory; he wrote to my mother from Paris an-
nouncing the death of Mirabeau. Three days after the arrival 
of this letter I rejoined the vessel in the roads; my luggage 
had all been previously sent on board." Mirabeau died on 
April 2, 1791. It is uncertain how long it took a letter to 
go from Paris to St. Malq in those days, and we do not know 
the date of the brother 1 S writingt but from another source we 
are told that the date of sailing was April 8~ so that the 
.letter was received on April 5 • 
Another item of importance at the outset of the voy-
age is the mention of his fellow-travelers. These were the 
I Abbe Nagault and a number of his students, who were on their 
way to Baltimore. Although Ohateaubriand does not give the 
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'date of the shiprs arrival'at Baltimore, this date has been 
hunted out with reference to these Sulpiciens, who were coming 
over to found the first large Catholic seminary in the United 
States. The date of their arrival, with the name of the ship 
and!. of the captain as given by Chateaubriand fix the day as 
July 10, 1791. 
Chateaubriand says that it was the 6th of May when 
they sighted the Azores Islands, with the peak of Pico in the 
backgrou.p.d. They anchored in a bad roadstead and sent out the 
pinnace to the shore to procure provisions. The first officer, 
Chateaubriand, and Francis Tulloch, one of the Sulpici ens, were 
chosen to go ashore. Their approach was viewed with some alarm 
by the inhabitants, who had not for a long time seen su.ch a 
large ship and had never seen the new tri,...colored flag. They 
sent out a boat containing some monk1::1, who hailed the strangers 
in Portuguese, Italian, English, and French. When they were 
answered in all four languages, they received the newcomers 
with great pleasure, and entertained them well. They spent 
of Graciosa 
the night upon th~sisland/and the next day returned to the 
ship with the.ir provisions. Their anchor held in a rocky bot-
tom, and they lost it, so set satiT. without it. 
~he wind now drove them towards Newfoundland 1 where 
they found themselves in a cold fog. They made the illsland of 
St. Pierrel a French Island, and here they remained for two 
weeks. 
Chate.aubriand dined several times with the governor 
of the island, who proudly showed him his garden, which con-
sisted of a few beans growing in a little patch of ground in 
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a corner of the bastion. The islan~ was bleak and very foggy. 
C'hateaubriand and Tulloc:h wandered over it and lost themselves 
in the fog. ahateaubriand thought it would be a good place for 
him to stay, where he could be alone all he wished, but most 
people would consider themselves exiled to be obliged to stay 
always in such an unfriendly spot. The coast of Newfoundland 
was visible from St. Pierre, and the bleak winds £rom that di-
rection gave no pleasing idea of that land. 
At the end of their two weeks ·they set sail once more, 
headed south for 1\laryland and Virginia. When they reached this. 
latitude they were becalmed. The sky was beautiful and the glory 
of the sunrises and sunsets was mar~elous. 
The heat was so great that Chateaubriand thought he 
would try a dip in the sea. Ris example was followed by several 
other passengers, and for a while all went well. Then sharks 
appearedJand further,. they found that a current had separated 
them from the ship more than they had realized. The people 
on board shot at the sharks to scatter them, and the crew threw 
a line to the swimmers, who were all reseued, but with diffieul-
ty. Being the farthest away, Chateaubriand was the one at the 
. 
end of the line, and was hsmled on board more dead than alive. 
Soon after this episode the ship arrived at Chesapeake 
Bay and made its way towards Baltimore, stopping at a plantation 
to procure fresh food. Ghateaubriand was one of the party who 
went ashore amd he thus reports his first impressions of this 
new land: 
"Promenant mes regards autour de moi, je demeurai 
quelques instans immobile. Ce continent,peut-&tre ignore pen-
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dant la durte des temps anciens et un grande nombre de siecles 
modernes; les premieres destin6es sauvages de ce continent~ et 
/ I 
ses secondes destinees depuis lrarrivee de Christophe Oolomb; 
/ I la domination des monarchies de lrEurope ebranlee dans ee nou-
veau monde; la vieille soci~t~ £inissant dans la jeune Amirique; 
une r~publique d. "un genre inco'nnu annon~ant un changement dans 
' / / _t l'esprit humain; la part. que mon pays avait eue aces evenemew:;: 
ces mers et ces rivages devant en partie leur ind~pendance au 
pavillon et au sang £ran~ais;un grande homme sortant du milieu 
/ des discordes et des deserts; Washington habitant une ville 
florissante, dans le m~me lieu ou Guillaume Penn avait aehet~ un 
coin de £or~t; 1es Etats-Unis~ renvoyant a la Franee la r~volliu-
tion que la France avait soutenue de ses armes; enfin mes propres 
destins, ma muse vierge que je Vi6~ais livrer ~ 1~ passion d'une 
nouvelle nature; les dtcouvertes que je voulais tenter dans ces 
I . . 
ctc£serts, lesquels elhendaient encore leur large royaume derriere 
1 '~troi t empire. d'une civilisation ttrang~re; te11es {taient les 
~:fi!.oses qui ·roulaient dans mon esprit. n (Memo ires d' Outre-Tombe. ') 
This quotation shows the strong impression which the 
American Revolution and its result had made on him. 
On the arrival of the ship at Baltimore he remained 
the first night on hoard, and the next day paid his passage 
money, and gave a farewell dinner to the captain at an inn near 
the harbor. His £ellow-passengers, the Sulpiciens, went their 
way and Chateaubria.nd took a lodging at an inn, and engaged pas-
sage on a stage-coach running to Philadelphia, setting out at 
£our otcloe:k in the morning. One sentence ;Ln the Memoires suf ... 
ficas for the description of Baltimore; - "It is a pretty little 
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Catholic city, clean1 animated, where the manners and the so-
c:iety 1 had a great affinity with the manners and the society 
of Europe • tt One can but wonder with how much of the society 
. he became acquainted as. a perfect stranger at an inn, during 
a stay of less than twenty-four hours~ 
In setting out he says he found himsel£ rolling along 
the ngrand roads~ of the New Woxld, but in the next sentence 
he says' the :r:oad wasnrather traced than made. 11 The latter de-
scription accora,s better with our notions of the roads o£ Amer-
ica of that day than does the former. Joseph Bedier, in his 
Etucles, Critig~es, Chateaubriand en Am6rique, Verite' et Fie:tion, 
has made a minute study of the itinerary, tracing it day by day 
in accordanee with the information given by other traYtelers at 
about the same pex.iod as Qhateaubriandrs journey. He quotes also 
from John Baeh MeMasterrs n.! History of the people of the United 
States from the Revolution to the Civ;il War.u 
B~dier states that the distance from Baltimore to 
Philadelphia is 200 kilometers. This is too large a figure. 
155 kilometers is more accurate, for the distance between Balti~ 
more and Philadelphia is about 97 miles. McMaster, as quoted by 
Be'dier, st_at es that in 1811 the jourE.:e-y by stage from Philadel-
phia to New York took only thirty-six hours; an improvement over 
what it had formerly been. Now the distance from Philadelphia 
to New.York is about 90 miles. From these several calculations 
it would seem that each of these trips must have taken at least 
two days. 
Chat.eaubriand' s object in visiting Philadelphia was 
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to see Washingtont for whom he had a great admiration. He says 
of. the Co1llltry between Baltimore and Philadelphia that it was 
flat and uninteresting, with few houses and no villages~ As 
they neared Philadelphia they met ~asants on their way to mar-
ket·,: and also luxurious carriages belonging to . weal thy people. 
The aspect of the city pleased him by its order and 
its wide, tree-planted streets, but it seemed to· him monotonous 
and cold, and lacking in interest because it had no monuments, 
and particularly no old mon~ents such as European cities had. 
But he realized that in a new country these could 11ot be expect-
ed. .Another thing that he missed was the lofty spires of the 
Old World which broke the sky-line, and the magnificence of the 
Catholic churches of Paris and the small part of northern France 
which he had seen. The Delaware impressed him as a good-sized 
river for _Europe, but in America no one mentioned it. 
In the Voyage he says he found Washington was not in 
the city when he arrived and he had to wait a fortnight for .him; 
but in the Memo ires, he cuts this time in halves. His precon-
ceived ideas of General Washington as a symbol of political lib-
erty made of him a Cincinnatus in simplicity so that when he had 
his first sight of the President in his coach of state, drawn by 
four prancing horses driven four-in-hand, his sensibilities re-
e ei ved a rude shock~ and he began to reali:ze that he was not li v-
ing in the times of the Roman dictators. His notion of simplici-
ty was restored, however, when he went to present his letter. He 
found the house a very modest one, into which he was. ushered by a 
serving-mad.d, whoj lconducted him to a parl.or where he awaited the 
President. 
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When Washington entered, the young man presented his 
letter in smlence, scanning the countenance of the great man 
while he read, and finding him rather eold than noble, but re-
sembling his portraits~ Washington listened with some aston-
ishment to Chateaubriand's plan of se~king a north-west passage, 
which he concluded by asserting that the finding of this passage 
was easier than the creating of a nation, as Washin~ton had done. 
This recital c~,lled forth from the :President the remark, nwell, 
well, young man!rr He then dismissed him with an invitation to 
dinner on the following day. 
At this dinner there were several other guests whose 
names we are not told. The company broke up early and the next 
day Chateaubriand started for New York. 
At this point in his narrative, Chateaubriand draws an 
excellent parallel between Washington and Bonaparte, in which the 
honors go to Washington, since he was nat working for his awn 
aggrandi~emerit. 
B~dier takes exception to this visit to Washington. 
The archives of Congress and letters of private individuals of 
the time have been searched, and it has been ascertained that 
Washington was in Philadelphia on so many days of this July that 
he coulcl not have been away to be waited for for a fortnight nor 
:for a week, as Chateaubriand states; he could have been seen any 
day. The statement about his being away and about his return 
was used as a literary ruse. 
Again the statements about the simplicity of the house 
and the one serving-m.aid. co.me under critic ism. There are numer-
ous testimonies extant .showing that Washington, while not making 
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an ostentatious parade of wealth, yet kept his house in a manner 
befitting his station, had a sufficient retinue of servants, and 
ample preparations made at all times to entertain a considerable 
number of guests, whose needs were supplied by a French chef in 
his kitqhen. 
The stage-coach which carried passengers from Phila-
delphia to New York was like the one between Baltimore and Phil-
adelphia. He arrived in New York, but as cities hav.e no charm 
for him he only says, nrt is gay, full of people, and commercial.n 
He goe:s on to say that from New York he makes a pilgrimage to 
Boston and Lexington, to see the field of battle. There is no 
word of Boston, but of Lexington he says, in the Essai historique, 
n J r ai vu les champs de Lexington; j e m ry suis arr@te' en silence, 
' comme le voyageur aux ~hermopyles, a contempler la tombe de ces 
guerriers des deux Mendes, qui. moururent les premiers pour obtir 
aux lois de la patrie. En .fo_"Q:.J-ant cette terre. philosophique que 
me disoit, dans sa muette ~loquence, comment les empires se 
' /1., t . ' . f / I t perdent et s e even , J a1 con esse mon nean devant les voies 
de .. _l.a ~ .. Prgvidelice , .. et baiss~ mon front dans la poussi~re." 
In relating this incident in the Me'moires, he adds 
these words: "Memorable exemple de l'enchainement des chases 
humaines! un bill de finances, pass~ dans le parlement d' Angle-
terre en 1765, ~leve, un nouvel empire sur la terre en 1782, et 
fait dispara~tre du monde un des plus antiques royaumes de l'Eu:-
rope en 1789 ~ n 
He returned to New York, but by what route or in what 
time we are left to conj e·cture; but McMaster gives six days in 
summer as a fair estimate of the time needed between New York 
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and Boston. This would bring him, according to B~dier's cal-
culation, to the 6th of August. Thence he embarks on a packet 
on the Hudson for Albany, whie.h was a two days' sail. 
At Albany he sought out a certain Mr. Swift, a fur-trad-
er, to whom he had a letter. Mr. Swift gave him some very sound 
advice as to what he should do pefore undertaking his great jour-
ney towards the Pole. He told him he should spend some time in 
the woods living with the coureurs de bois or with the Indians, 
getting acclimated and learning their ways, and also making 
friends with them so that they would help him on his way. Chat-
eaubriand, with the enthusiasm of youth, and also its ignorance, 
especially in a new country, wanted to set out at once, as he 
would go from Paris to St. Cloud. But he recognized the justice 
of Mr. Swiftls recommendations, and he compromised by allow~ing 
him to procure a guide and interpreter, who should accompany him 
to Niagara. 
Two or three days were consumed in assembling the out-
fit for this journey, but when all was ready, Chateaubriand and 
his big Dutch guide got under way. When they found themselves at 
last far from the haunts of men and in the deep woods which, he 
loved, Chateaubriand was seized with a sort of intoxication of 
pleasure, and went from tree to tree in an eQstacy of freedom, 
until his 'big guide thought him foolish . 
While he was thinking himself far away from all human 
habitation, they suddenly came upon an old structure :Erom which 
proceeded the sounds of music. They found in the building a 
little Frenchman, M. Violet, giving dancing lessons ·to some In-
dia,ns~ He was a little curled and oeruffled. man in an apple-
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Gatholic city, clean, animated, where the manners and the so-
eiety1 had a great affinity with the manners and the society 
of Europe.n One can but wonder with how much of the society 
. he became acquainted as a perfect stranger at an inn, during 
a stay of less than twenty-four hours: 
In setting out he says he· found himsel:f rolling along 
the ttgrand roadsn of the New World, but in the next sentence 
he says' the :road wasnrather traced than made.n The latter de-
scription accord,s better with our notions of the roads of .Amer-
ica of that day than does the former. Joseph Bedier, in his 
Etu,<les, Cri tig-q_es, Chateaubriand en .Am6rique, Veri t6' et Fiction, 
has made a minute study of the itinerary, tracing it day by day 
in accordance with the information given by other tra:Vtelers at 
about the same :pe:riod as Qhateaubriandrs journey. He quotes also 
from John Bach MeMasterrs nA History of the people of the United 
States from the Revolution to the Civ;t1 War. n 
B~dier states that the distance from Baltimore to 
Philadelphia is 200 kiLometers. This is too large a figure. 
" 
155 kilometers is more accurate, for the distance between Balti-
more and Philadelphia is about 97 miles. McMaster, as quoted by 
Bt'dier, st.ates that in 1811 the jour.E.;e-y by stage from Philadel-
phia to New York took only thirty-six hours, an improvement over 
what it had formerly been. Now the distance from Philadelphia 
to New .York is about 90 miles. From these several calculations 
it would seem that each of these trips must have taken at least 
two days. 
Chat.eaubriand 's object in visiting Philadelphia was 
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green coat·, who was playing a small fid,dle a.nd calling off dance 
called them. He had been a scullion in the army of General 
Rochambeau during the American Revolutien, and had elected to re-
main in.America to ~each the fine arts to the Indians. Chateau-
briand could not help laughing internally at the spectacle and 
yet he felt hum~lia:bed that he, a disciple of Rousa.e:a11.. should have 
such an introduction to the native life of America. 
Continuing their journey~ Chateaubriand and his guide 
made camp as needed in the valley of the Mohawk. He describes 
one on Lake Onondaga on a charming peninsula between lake and 
river, from which he goes out to hunt for food and to ~bserve the 
country. His observations of nature are interesting. The plant 
life he finds ordinary, the only shrub worth remarking being a 
species of rhododendron, which must have been a late bloomer, for 
the most of the rhododendrons finish blooming in July, and it was 
now August. He found few birds, but noted a pair which he named 
passer nivalis, and the strix iexclamator • which was probably our 
screech owl. He also heard the Carolina cuckoo. 
The next day they visited the chief of the Onondagas. 
They were well received. The chief could speak English and un-
derstood French; the guide could speak Iroquois, so that they had 
no difficulty in conversing. They discussed the relations of the 
French and of the English to the Indians, while the young men 
took Chateaubriand's gun to pieces and put it together again. The 
chief was a typical l.ndian of the older t~-q1e ~ with his slit ears. 
nose jew...el, painted face, scalp-lock,tS"~.tooE;~d arm.a" blue tunic, 
I 
../ 
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~ki~ mantle, scalping knife and tomahawk, moc~~sins on feet and 
bracelet on arm.. The women prepared a meal~ and Chateaubriand takes 
this occasion to describe the earlier laws of hospitality, includ .... 
ing the inviolability of a guest's person while he is.··. in the 
cabin of his host~ 
As he continues his journey towards Niagara~ he says 
that the road became worse~ and scarcely traceable because of 
fallen trees, whose trunks formed the only bridges over brooks 
or served to fill up swampy land. But they began to find clear-
ings with cultivated fields in the midst of the wilderness~ and 
houses of white people only a few steps from Indian ea.bins. Into 
these settlers 1 houses he was received~ and here he says he often 
found ~a charming family with all the accomplishments ~nd all the 
elegancies.~ of ·Eupope ,mahogany furniture, a piano, carpets, and 
mirrors. In the evening ••.••• the young daughters'·; of my 
host sang, accompanying themselves on the piano, the music o:f 
Paisiello and of Cimarosa, in view of the desert, and sometimes 
to the distant music of a cataract.n The mahogany furniture was 
possible, and so was the piano_. for John Broadwood had been making 
I 
pianos in London since 1773,. but one .. can but wonder at the dif:ff ... 
culties of_transporting these-precious articles over roa.ds such 
as have just been described. The two composers mentioned were eel-
ebrated Italian writers of operas and other music~ at that time at 
the height o:f their :fame. 
One more curiosity of this journey is worthy of- n.otic.e. 
An inn by the side o:f the road offered shelter for the night. 
These were rare, but were general meeting places :for hunters,plant-
ers t and Indians. 'on entering this. one» he was astonish1d to see 
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s:n immense bed arranged in the form of a circle around a great 
central pasta Each person was supposed to lie in it with hie 
feet towards the post, and his body placed like a spoke in a 
wheel or like one of the sticks of a fan. Chateau.briand got into 
this peculiar bed with hesitation~ but ~ot out of it very suddenly, 
when, in the middle of the night, he felt the leg o'f a man gliding 
down his own. It was only his big Dutch guide, but Chateaubriand 
preferred to spend th~ re.st of 'the night on the ground under the 
stars, wrapped in his cloake 
In the continued journey, some of the friendly Indians 
invite him to go hunting with them, once for a carcajau; once for 
a muskrat. What was the carcajou? The dictionaries aall it the 
lb.laireau, or American badger, a plantigrade animal slightly moz:e 
than two feet long, with a tail of only six inches, of somewhat 
retiring habits, burrowing underground·a long tortuous trail, at 
the end of which is the dwelling which it occupies· more than half 
the year. It feeds on prairie dogs and other small mammals; as well 
as0 l3.nseets, birds, and eggs. This does not tally with the descriTl.;. 
" . .l:' 
tion of the oarcajou. in the Voyag~. 
In the En~yclop,die Methodique. Ristoire Nat~elle des 
.Animau.x, the caroajou "est le nom que porte le glouton en Canada 
~et dans le nord de 1 'Amlrique." The description of the glutton, 
or wolverine, as it is also called., harmonizes in some particulars 
as to habits, but not as to appearance. Th~ wolverine, is larger 
than the blaireau. has a stout and short body with tail rather 
short than long. It is very voracious and eats anything from an 
elk to a beav~r or the fish which the beaver has caught. Its method 
of attack is one of stratagem, for its heavy body and short legs do 
• 
. not permi~ it to catch its prey by running after it. It climbs 
upon a low limb of a tree and pounces upon its quarry from this 
point of vantage.. It attacks with claws and teeth, sucks the 
blood and then devours the flesh:; consuming great quantities • 
This .method of attack corresponds with Chateaubriand's description, 
but the wolver:tne is more closely related to the bears than to the 
cats; to which Chateaubriand assi~s it. The Enc;,yclop~die Me' tho .... 
digue says non le retrouve sous le nom oarca~ou au Canada~ at dans 
( les autres parties de l'J.merique se:ptentrionale.n But the most 
surprising item of Chateaubriand's description of this animal is 
its tufted tail, which he says can wrap itself three times around 
its body. No book of natural history which the writer can find 
gives such a marvelous appendage to any animal of the size or type 
described, uune espeoe de tigre ou de grand chat'" The only one 
w~ich at all resembles it is the panther or puma of America. a 
fierce animal of the oat tribe, about eighty inches long• of which 
the tail is thirty inches. But this is not long enough to wrap 
three times around the bo.dy of an animal whose chest girth is given 
as twenty-seven inches. Neither has the tail a true tuft. We 
must therefore conclude that Chateaubriand did not see the animal 
he describes but relied on Charlevoix's textt as he seems to have 
done in other instances. 
In describing the muskrat, he uses Charlevoix• telling the 
food of the animal for each season. The interesting thing about 
this creature is the helief of the Indians that the female is the 
mother of the human race. It is;1 therefore, a serious thing to 
kill one, and the dead body is treated with ceremony to atone for 
the error. Ohateaubriand makes use of this belief in The Natchez 
where the Indian enemies 
1
of Ren' make one cause of complaint 
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against him that he killed a muskrat and seemed to think nothing 
o:f it. 
Badier has traced exhaustively the sources o:f Chateau.-. 
briand's statements on natural history~ as well as on ·other matters • 
He :finds very close counterparts o:f these statements in the works 
o,:f a number o:f travelers~ both French and English, to which 
Chateaubria.lld must have had access. O:f these,. the two whom he uses-
the most :frequently are P~re Francais-Xavier· de Charlevoix and 
William Bartram. an American traveler. Charlevoixts book is en~ 
titled Histoire et description generale de la Nouvelle France, &veo 
le. Journal historique d 'un voya.ge • • • d:B.ns 1 ':.Amerique septentri-
onale; p;rint.ed at Paris in 1744; Bartrsm's1 Travels through North 
and South Carolina, Geor!:ia, East and West Florida, the Cherokee· 
Country, printed at Philadelphia. 179i. .!. .. third book used :for a 
:few rather lon~ descriptions ~s Jonathan Carver's Travels to the 
Interior Parts o:f America, Londres, 1778• 1779, 1784. In the 
Voyage, Chatea11briand once acknowledges his deb·t :to Bartrazn in say-
ing, .,Immsdiatement tapr~s la desoription de la Louisiana, vienn:eilt 
dans le manusoript quelques extraits des voyages de Bartram, que 
J'avais traduits avec assez de soin. J.. ces extraits sont entrem€le"es· 
mes rectifications, mes observations, mes reflexions, mes additions, 
mea propres descriptions. • • • Mais,._ dans mon travail,. le tout est 
/\ I bea-u,coup plus ell.ohevetr~, de sorte qu 'il est presque impossible de 
s6parer oe qui est de moi de ce qui est de Bartram, ne souvent meme 
dele reoonna~tre.n This does not seem to be so di:f:fioult as he im~ 
agant1s·~: :for o:ften his words are almost exaotly like those o:f his 
sources. 
Like Charlevoix, he gives a long and elaborate description 
•• 
of the castors or beavers .• deseribing in detail their method of 
constructing a tle.m, of eutting down trees.~. of building their houses 
on the edge of the artificial lake which their dam has made, as 
well as the subterraneall. passages which they dig out on the land 
side in case of too great a flood on the water side. Re then de~ 
scribes their m.ethod of ~overnment, the apportionment of work~ theiJI 
treatment of the drones, and then their wars, which are somewhat 
sanguinary a 
He describes the animals and says that while the Indians 
use their fur to some extent, their use is small in comparison to 
the desires of the white men whos·e demands threaten extermination 
of the species. If these fears applied to the year 1826, as a 
footnote in the Voyage states, t:J;:l.e condition did not seem to become 
acute in the fur markets of the eastern United States till more 
than fifty years later, and the fur is still somewhat rare • 
.After brief descriptions of several other of the larger 
~imals_. Chateaubriand devotes one :page to trees and plants and 
another to bees. Re then passes to a lengthy description of the 
manne:rs. :and customs of the savages., this section comprising about 
two thirds of the Voyage. Here again he is constantly borrowing 
from Charlevoix,. Bartram, Carver, and other writers:~ as Bedier points 
out, giving as before, _parallel quotations. 
The first custom described is .. that o:f marriage.. The :father 
of the young man goes with him to the cabin of the oldest male rel-
ative of the girl. both dressed in new clothing. The :father bears 
in his right hand a new pipe with white bowl and blue stem ornament-
ed with feathers;. and in l:lis left hand his bow unstrung. The son 
follows, carrying gifts of skins, two bead necklaces and a live 
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dlove in a oage .. <If the gifts are accepted; the consent to the mar ... 
riage is assured,. for with the Indians age carries ~uthority. They 
then visit the oabin of the mother and the youn~ ~irl. But the cer-
emon~ of marriage daes not take place at once. The young man must 
wait. Then he must build his cabin in some sheltered valley, with 
the help of his friends, and furnish it with the implements of the 
chase., of war, and of agriculture, with skins and other necessaries. 
When the great day of the wedding arrives, the festivities 
take place near the oa.bin of .the girl's oldest relative. There are 
dances~ games, pantomimes, and a grand feast. After the feast the 
most of the guests retirej leaving six male relatives of the young 
man and six female relatives of the young girl, who seat themselves 
in circles on the floor of the oabin; with the young people ·in the 
centre, holding between them a branch about six feet long. This 
branch is painted with markings which indicate the ages of the 
young people and the month in which they are marrfing. Presents 
suitable to eaoh one are placed at their feet~ and having declared 
their wish to marry, the oldest relative takes the six foot branch; 
breaks it into twelve pieces, which he distributes to the twelve 
relatives to keep so long as the marriage hollids good. A similar 
I' ceremony is described in the Natchez at the marriage of Rene and 
cr&lu~a::~ ... 
After the marriage ceremonies,. those attending birth and 
.burial are described. Chateaubriand says that the reason the In-
dians place so much stress on the burial ceremonies and on the 
preservation of the bones of their dead is because these are ·'the 
only memorials they have. Where Europeans p:rres-.er.rw<:e the memories of 
• 
their dead in written records, in marble or bronze. in cities or 
palaces, the savages, having none o~ these things, preserve the 
bones and when they change their homes, carry the bones with them. 
The Epilogue of Atala relates an instance o~ this custom • 
0~ the ~estivals described, that o~ the new ~ire at the 
time o~ the great harvest among the Natchez is the most impressive. 
A public crier went about the villages, ordering that the cabins 
be cleaned, that all old clothes .• ~ood, and utensils be burned in 
a common ~ire, and that all criminals be pardoned. Another day he 
went about ordering a three~ays' ~ast, attended by purifications, 
prayers,and silence. At the end of the third day, the festival 
was announced ~or the ~allowing day. 
As soon as the day began to dawn,. the people gathered at 
the temple o~ the Sun, a large cabin lighted onlt· by two doors, one 
to the east and one to the west. The walls and floor o~ this cabin 
were covered with finely woven mats. An altar, placed opposite the 
eastern door where it would catch the ~irst rays o~ the sun, held 
the images o~ three animals: - in the centre , the ohouchouacha, 
whose description would seem to make it the opossum, on one side a 
serpent, and on the other a marmouzet. Also in the cabin were 
large baskets containing the bones of the oldest chiefs, as we, 
sa}s Chateaubriand, place our illustrious dead in G:othic churches. 
A. small ~ire o~ oak bark burned constantly be~ore the altar. This 
festival o~ the maize was the annual time far kindling a .fresh ~ire,.., 
and the great chie~ as he stood at the eastern daor,held in his 
hands two sticks a~ dry wo·oa which he slowly revol!ved. At the 
other end of the altar stood the woman chie~, the only woman allowed 
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in the temple. The men of the tribe were grouped about in the 
order of their r~, and outside stood the women holding their 
small children by aile hand., while in the other they held the tool 
with which to cut the maize • 
As the day brightened, the sticks were revolved faster, 
until as the sun itself appeared above the horizon,. they were hot 
enough to drop a spark upon the bit of sulphun and elder :pith held 
by an acolyte. The branches made ready beforehand were kindled, 
and the new fire was started. 
·The women turned about to the sun, holding up their chil-
dren and their tools. The woman chief came out from the temple, 
:placed herself at the head .of the women, who then marched off to 
the cornfield~ where they out the first fruits of the harvest and 
returned with them to the temple1 where they were laid upon the ~1~ 
tar. Now the east door was closed and the west o:pened1 and tow~ris 
evenin~ all assembled there while the jongleur sang a hymn of :praise 
to the setting sun. After this the fires were lighted and a.,great 
feast :prepared and eaten to the accompaniment of music and dancing. 
Following the description of the harvest and new fire fes-
tival come descriptions of fishing, dancing/and games. Then comes 
a discussion of the divisions of the year according to the lunar 
months. Chateaubriand says that Charlevoix gives the divisions of 
a great number of :peoples, but he quotes only those of the Sioux 
and the 6hi:ppewas; or Cipano~s, as he calls them. Among the Sioux 
we find the moon of nests (May)• the moon of strawberries {June}, 
the moon of cherries (July), and the moon of valor (January)" In 
the Chippewa language we have the moon of yellow leaves (A.:ugust) ~ 
the moon or-:ralling leaves (Se:ptemberl.t the moon of snow (November), 
• 
• 
the moon of the Great S:pirit (January}:'" and the moon o:f snowshoes 
o~ the feet (A:pril}. 
Some instances are ~iveR of natural :phenomena in their in-
fluence on the life of the Indians in the matter of direction, in 
the time to sow seed, in the foretellin~ of storms. Then we are 
told of the doings o£ the 'jongleur in his attem:pts to heal the siek 
after the efforts of the family have :failed. CRmteaubria.Rd says that 
the Indians knew :the virtues of many sim:ples and e:ven had some crude 
surgery; that ansae de m~decine" was carried to war, and at home was 
regarded as a household god. A frequent :faritasy of the sick was 
that he had some kiRd of animal inside of him, even a bison. U:pon 
this the attendants all cry out that they too, have animals inside 
them; and forthwith, one makes the ory of 'a oa;ri'bo.v,, another that of 
a wolft another that of a do~,. all making an outr~eous noise. The 
sick man is given a drink of herbs, and then they declare that the 
bison has left him. 
In discussing the Indian langua~es, Chateaubriand confines 
himself to that of the Huronsj following Charlevoix, although he 
claims to have obtained his information from M. Marcoux, a mission~ 
ary of the Montreal district. Following this discussion we have 
descri:ptions of methods of huntin~ and of :preparing for and carrying 
on war, together with the treatment of :prisoners, which, as we have 
often heard, was horrible .in the extreme, the one bright spot being 
the privilege ?f the women (who could be as cruel as the men} of 
adopting a prisoner to take the place of a lost brother, husba.nd,or 
child. Adoption did not always mean complete seeuri ty, but at least 
1 t was a tem:porary relief·, and often resulted in complete absorption 
into the new tribe. 
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With re~a.rd to religion.,. the Indians set great store 
by their m!mi tous, which might be anythin~ from a carved image of 
some animal to a pebble or a bit of rag. They took car~ not to kill 
or wound the animal which was their manitou, but if they did~ they 
endeavored. to appease the dead god, and also to dream another manitou. 
Their dreams had great value to them,. and also the interpretation-
of them. They believed in a Great Spirit, called the·Grand-Li~vre, 
in a spirit of the waters, called W:.iohabou., 'or the Grand-Chat-Tigre, 
who was opposed to the purposes of the Grand-Lievre, and in a god-
dess of vengeances, called .A.thaensic. The Great Spirit had his 
dwelling in Lake Superior,and could be seen only au clair de la luna!.. 
Under Government, Chateaubriand describes the laws of the 
Natchez and of the Muscogulges• The Natchez had a form o:f despotism 
under which all the agriculturists must turn in the products of their 
labors to the head man,called the Sun. This was distributed to his 
:favorites, a method so unsatisfactory that it finally led to a divi~ 
sian among the people, by which revolution some of the tribe with-
drew into the woods and there established a modified and improved 
form of government. wherein each man had to deliver to the head man 
only the product of the section of the common field which he had 
worked. 
Among the Muscogulges, the'government was more like a con-
stit~tional or a limited monarchy. The head man was called the Mica~ 
He was elected by the old men,. and elected for merit. He bore no 
mark of distinction. and. when not in couneil was like the other sa-
chems., In councils his seat was reserved for him, and his advice 
was generally followed because it was the wisest. But in marked 
- ~- I 
difference from ordina~ monarchies, here it was the Mica who m~de 
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the laws and the council of old men who executed them. 
Two other :functionaries exercised great :powers, the chief 
jongleur and the war ohie:f. The latter had to surrender his power 
temporarily to the Mico when the nation was in imminent dangera 
The :priests with their sorceries were always a source of danger. 
Numerous ·other customs are described, some of which will be mentioned 
later .. 
It is now time to consider further the route which Cha-
teaubriand took in his travels and to study with some care the 
statements which he makese Throughout his writings he is very 
chary of giving dates• and it is only by com:parin~ his statements 
with those of other writ'ers that we can arrive at definite oonclu-
sions as to times. 
We have traced above his journey from Baltimore to Phil-
adelphia, to New York and Boston with the return to Albany t and i:m 
pa~t the journey to Niagara. Arrived at Niagara, he is nearly 
thrown over the edge of the :preoi:pice by the leap of his horse, 
which is frightened by a rattlesnake. He wishes to descend to the 
foot of the :fall, and starts down an unsafe ladder of vines, only 
to fall when he can no longer support his own weight by his hands. 
Fortunately he landed on a ledge of rook, :from whioh he is with 
diffioul ty drawn ·,up by the Indians whom his guide calls. One arm 
is broken. and he stays twelve days in an Indian village :for this 
to mend. 
We do not know how long he took for his journey across 
New York State, but apparently he did not hurry, and at Niagara he 
dismissed his guide. Having landed at Baltimore on the tenth of 
• 
•• 
~uly, 1791, and having embarked for Europe on December lOth, he 
was in America exactly five months. 
From the statements made in the Voya~e and in M6moires d' 
Outre Tombe, BE!dier has made a very careful calculation as to the 
amount of time consumed in each lap of the journey which Chateau~ 
briand says he made, 
The following is the i t1Iiarary~ From Baltimore to Phila .... 
delphia; then to New York• from New York to Boston and Lexington and 
return to New York; from New York to Albany_. from Albany to Niagara;-
exploration of the lakes of Canadq.; voyage ::-on Lake Erie to Pittsburg 
on the Ohio; descent of the Ohio and the Mississippi as far as-New 
Orleansj or at least as far as Natchez; ~ exploration of Louisiana 
and the Florid as; - voyage towards the north by Nashville; Knoxville, 
Salem~ and Chillicothe; voyage from Chilli.cothe to Philadelphia. 
Reckoning that he traveled every day and all day from 
morning till night and by the most rapid means possible, B~dier says 
that from Baltimore to Niagara would have taken from July 10 to 
September a. nearly two months out of the five. 
From Niagara, the Memoires state that he threw the glance 
of an eye on the lakes of Canada, which would seem to be more exact 
than the Voyage would lead us to think; for here he gives a rather 
elaborate description of Lakes Erie, Huron~and Superior, in such a 
manner that he would seem to be describing what had passed under 
his own eyes. 
But saying that he only had a glimpse of Lake Erie and 
that he went with some .travelers from Erie towards Pittsburg, a dis .... 
ta;nce of 200 kilometres, he would have arrived there th~ 16th of Sep-
tember. At Pittsburghe embarked on the Ohio. In the Voyage he 
• 
gives detailed accounts of the saenery along the river and speaks 
, 
of its numerous branches. From the junction of the Ohio with the 
Mississippi the account of the greater river continues as far as Ia 
riviera des Pierres .. He then says that the further description. 
from the Natchez to New Orleans has been taken out and put into 
Atala and the Natchez. 
From an unedited manuscript of Chateaubriand's.Bedier 
quotes a passa~e which says that he only went as far as the 
Natchez and that he has only described that part of the river 
which LaSalle and Charlevoix had described a h~dred years before. 
He further says that while he would have liked to see the marshy, 
reedy mouths of the grea~ river he should have been turning to 
the north i:nstead of the south._ .if he .were thinking of reachin~ 
the North Pole. On this statement_. Bedier pertinently remarks that 
after so many weeks of ·_s•on.·thward travel• the extra four days 
needed to go from the Natchez to the mouth would have'been incon-
siderable. 
But Chateaubriand himself adduces further reasons for 
turning about, for he now begins to realize the wisdom of Mr. 
Swiftis advice to him in Albany that he should spend some time 
with the Indians to learn their language and their ways before. 
setting out on his Polar journey. He also says that his funds 
were beginning to diminishy and moreover that he was so pleased 
with what he had already seen that the poet in him had conquered 
the traveler. 
Yet. in spite of these statements, the Voyage goes 
on to describe the tribes o:f the Floridas ,, the Muscogul=:)es, the 
Seminoles., the Chicka$-aws_. the city of Cusc.owilla and the c.ity of 
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~~J,.~ehucla., called the city o:f peaee. and further described i:a 
Atala., in which the early scenes are laid in this same regi~n. 
Granting. however, that Chateaubriand did make this 
journey, as he so often says he did, how long must it have taken 
him~ He might have returned to Philadelphia by way o:f the Atlan-
tic states,, but he distinctly says that he went :from the Natchez 
by way o:f Jackson. Florence, Nashville, Knoxville, Salem, and towards 
Chillicothe and then to Philadelphia. From the Natchez to Cuscowil-
la by the route namei is, by air line, a distance o:f 2200 kilometres. 
By calaulations recited in MacMaster's Historz o:f the People o:f the 
tl'ni ted States, in Michaux, Voyage a 1 'ouest des Monts Alleghanys. -~ 
and from other contemporary travelers, the time o:f this journey has 
been estimated at 76 days. I:f by similar calculations he had a.~­
rived at the Natchez on October :5, the 76 days would have brought 
him to Philadelphia 13 days too late for the vessel which he actu-
ally took on the lOth o·f December. 
These calaulations have been made at a very rapid rat.e 
o:f travel. 80 l:ilometres or about 50 miles per day, and every d~y. 
They leave :ao margin :for bad weather, tired horses or tired me:a, 
:for accidents to men or equipment, and no time for laying i:m. supplies. 
As :MacMaster~ says that in 1791 there was not a house between the 
Natchex and Nashville• the matter o:f supplies must have been o:f ~o­
ment, and must have taken time. This speed also makes no account 
o:f difficulties o:f roads, o:f streams without bridges, perhaps swo~ 
-'.en by an autumn rai:a, or perhaps fordless at the place where the 
road or path encountered it. It makes no account of the irregular-
ities of the surface, of the mountains which would be difficult and 
circuitous, of the Sumberland Plateau, which is not yet an easy re-
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~ion to traverse. When, moreover,· with this extreme speed and the 
~onsequent weariness that must have ensued,. was there time for the 
notes of the journey, for the observations of nature, flowers., birds, 
trees, beasts, and fish which we find in the Voyage, for the ac-
counts of manners and customs and governments?. With the taciturnity 
of the savages of which we hear, how could .a day's or night's rest 
bring them to the point of confidence, so that they would talk 
freely., not to speak of the necessity of an interpreter. And last 
of all, we hear of no obstructions, of no opposition to the course 
of the travelers by unfriendly natives. This is a remarkable con-
dition<t for other travelers make frequent mention of such. Be'dier 
cites from Forman, a traveler in 1789-90, that the banks of the 
river were infested with savages who attacked boats ·large or small; 
and were particularly fond of firing on white men. Other writers 
make similar statements. Gilbert Chinard~ in r;·rExotisme America:tn{. 
dans l'oeuvre de Chateaubriand quotes from numerouz American writ-
ers and collections of the very time that Chateaubriand claims to 
be making his voyage,to the effect that the descent of the Ohio 
was dangerous from physical 11n:pediments such as sand bars and up-
rooted trees, sometimes water-logged and hardly showing on the sur-
face of the water, but well calculated to :pierce holes in any craft 
that came in contact with·them by the force of the current. 
It was also dangerous from the bands of marauding Indians ~ 
who fired upon travelers from points of vantage from which they 
could readily make good their escape before they could be reached. 
On the Mississippi still another difficulty was encoun-
tered~ especially by car~o-boats which often carried :passengers. 
This was the demands of Spaniards posted along the shores, who de~ 
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~anded taxes on the car~oes, sometimes to a quarter of their vaiue, 
and subjected the .·rivermen to interminable delays. This evil 
attained such ·proportions that in the year 1'791, Jefferson, then 
Secretary of State, asked Presid·ent Washington to appoint two 
commissioners to adjust the situation~ 
But nothing of such conditions appears in Chateaubria~d's 
accounts of his travelsa The Indians he saw on the Ohio• Seminoles 
and Muscogul~es, were "elegant in formu and far superior to the 
Indians of Canada. His relations with them were of the most friend-
ly nature, and the two young women who were ready to make love to 
htm,served as models for Atala and Celuta. ·Nor are we informed 
in what kind of boat he made the water journey, whether he always 
attached himself to some other party of whites or whether he hired 
Indian guides and went by himself. 
Of the land journey from the Natchez to Cusoowilla or 
from the Natchez to Chillicothe we have again no definite infor~ 
mation as to companions or rate of travel. But Chi~ard has ob-
tained the evidence of other travelers as to this very journey. 
Baily, an American traveler in 1'796 and 1'797, needed 53 days fram 
the Natchez to Nashville, in the course of which some of the· .party 
were ill with mala.ria, horses were lost or stolen, Indians bram .... 
dishing fresh scalps annoyed them, and the water which they had 
to drink was from unasty, dirty puddles. u In 180-2, Fran~ois-Andre 
Michaux says that the. distance from the Natchez to Nashville was 
600 miles., through a.n absolutely uninhabited country, so that they 
were obliged to carry their provisions for the whole trip. In 1'790, 
a year preoedin~ Chateaubriand's journey. Andre Michaux., a. botanist, 
and father of F. A. Michaux, traveled in the course of a five-
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y:earl1 ; journey. over the same route. He found it necessa.,~y to 
keep his Indian guides filled with rum in order to ~et any ser• 
vice from them, and perhaps to stop for several days while they 
~orged themselvea with some particularly fine piece of game which 
they had killed. He therefore~dY~s~~ Europeans to stay at home 
rather than endure the difficulties and dangers of travel in·that 
portion of America. He further says that he rarely made more than 
thirty miles a day,. and this rate seems to be the common statement 
of those travelers who have been more precise in their accounts 
than our author. 
It becomes4 then, necessary to believe that Chataaubri~nd 
did not make all the journey.ings which he says he made,t not because 
he did not wish to, but more from the physical impossibility of mak-
ing them in the time which he spent in this country. 
ChiDard points out that in his account of his stay in· 
~hiladelphia, which in one place he records as a week and in an-
other as a fortnight, Chateaubriand makes no mention of two attrac-
tions in the ~Dd.tnity, which were remarkable for their time and in-
teresting at any time. One of these was the botanical garden of the 
Quaker naturalist Bartram• on the banks of the Schuylkill, where 
were gathered together with little regard to system, plants and trees 
collected in various parts of the United States and particularly 
from the South 9 by B'artram and his father. These were tended with 
care by the owner, who ·delighte.d to show his treasures. Among them 
were to be found lianas, the custard apple tree,. or papaw, w.hich 
Chateaubriand speaks of as on an island in the Ohio~ and, in a lit-
tle lake, the white and yellow water lilies. 
The other attraction was also on the·· Schuylkill. It was 
• 
• 
c~lled Grayrs Tavern~ ~tuated at the top of a cliff, the rooms 
of the inn. opened upon a great conservatory where grew orange and 
lemon trees., and many another :plant and tree brought from the 
South. Alluring .;J?aths~ led through thiek woods, :paths which. of-
fered retired resting :places for lovers. T~ough the dense foli-
age one caught glimpses of three high bridges or arches whieh 
crossed a ravine, and in the distance ~auld be heard the noise of 
a high waterfall which fell into the Schuylkill. 
With what he says may be called irreverance, Chinard 
offers the suggestion that in these two spots Chateaubria.nd may 
have found the source of his inspiration for descriptions in rtala~ 
With his :poet's imagination he could glorify these small land-
scapes into the wider ones of his :poem; the tropical trees with 
their lianas might be the forest through which Chactas and Atala 
wandered, the grottos of the winding :paths give the source of F~re 
Aub~y's cell, the waterfall be the one which they heard fall down 
the mountain side, and the Chinese arches furnish the original ef 
the one under which Atala was buried. 
While these suggestions overthrow our author's own account 
of the extent of his travels, these have already been :proved to be 
i11l)?.ossible in the time he was in this country, and they in no wise 
detract from his skill as a writer~ but rather add to it; in that 
he was able· to make so much out of so meagre a background. His 
experiencest aided by the notes to which he frequently refers, or 
at least by those which did not get lost or become illegible from 
the vicissitudes of his journey; aided also by his li~ely imagina~ 
tion; and further aided by his r~adings both before and after his 
journey of the writings of other travelers in America; - his expe~ 
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rienoeej then~ furnished the foundation of his American writ-
ings, even if they did not contribute all the incidents which 
he ascribes to them • 
.• -. 
,• 
•• 
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III. 
An item in an old newspaper found by chance in a house 
in Ohio where Chateaubriand was spending the night, awoke in him 
the slumbering patriotism which even the beginning of the Revolu-
tion had not aroused before he left France. In fact he had been 
anxious to get away from the unpleasant disturbances in whic.h he 
had felt no call-to take an active part. But now, in a strange 
land, and if it must be said, with fast diminishing funds, this 
item, which related to the flight of Louis XVI to Varennesjfilled 
him with the idea that he must return and do his part in the re-
storation of the monarchy. He made his way to Philadelphia and 
from there embarked for France on the lOth of December, 1791. 
His vessel encountered heavy weather on the entire voyage, and it 
was only by a narrow margin that it escaped shipwreck. The port of 
arrival was Havre, and Chateaubriand says in his memoirs that on· 
the 2nd of January, 1792. he again trod his native soil. He adds 
that he brought with him not any Esquimaux from the Polar regions, 
but two savages of an unknown race .,.. Chactas and Atala. 
His family received him kindly, but felt that he had 
arrived at an inopportune time. His desire to join the princes 
resolved itself into a question of money. His travels had taken 
a large amount of his fortune. and in the changes made by the Rev-
olution his remaining property had almost entirely disappeared. 
The only thing that remained for him to ao. according to his fam~ 
ily, was to marry a wealthy young woman. There was, at this time, 
such a young woman living at' St. Malo, the granddaughter of a. man 
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~~ good £amilye Her name was Mademoiselle Lavigne. She was a 
pleasing young lady o~ seventeen, with a fortune of five or six hun ... 
dred thousand ~ra:n..Qse On very slight acquaintance, and,a.s he says, 
with no desire on his part save to secure the money and satiaty 
his family 1 Chateaubriand consented to the marriage • which was 
performed according to French custom .. · A pretended di:ffioul ty wa.s 
brought forward by one o:f the lady's relatives. but it was satis~ 
factorily settled and the marriage was considered legal. In writ ... 
ing of his wife in 1822, in London, Chateaubriand lauds her char~ 
acter and questions whether he has given her all she had a right 
to expect in his.conduct and in happiness. She shared his adver-
sities, was imprisoned du;ring t.he Reign of Terror, lived apart 
from him much of the time, and devoted her life to charitable works. 
But her steadfast attachment to him throughout the years gave to 
life, he says, more weight and value than if he had been free. 
The expected fortune of this estimable young lady proved 
to be tied up in such a way that only a small portion was available 
to help her husband to emigrate to England whither many of his 
countrymen had previously fled• and it became necessary to borrow 
a eo;nsiderable sum in addition. Married at the end of Maroh,l792. 
in less than a month political conditions rendered it necessary 
for Chateaubriand to make preparations to leave the country. 
In the middle of Jun~, he and his brother started to 
.• · make their escape. This was accomplished with some di:fficul ty, 
but they finally arrived at Brussels, where there were many emigres. 
Here the brother remained, while Chateaubriand made his~way into 
Germ~,. where he joined other Frenchmen, who had attached them-
selves to the Prussian and Austrian armies. who were arrayed against 
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the French revolutionists •. This army moved to the attack on Thion-
ville, which it besieged. Here, while on ~uard• a splinter from a 
shell struck Chateaubriand in the thigh. inflicting a wound which 
:proved to be serious,. from lack of care. Later, before Verdum, he 
was one of the many attacked by the sickness which thinned the ranks 
of the allied armies. In addition to these ills came the smallpox, 
which rendered him so sick at times that he could hardly drag himself 
along. In this wretched condition, with several hel:ps along the 
roa.d by :passing wagons~ he arrived at Brussels, where by accident, 
he met his brothe~ the Count de Chateaubriand. Here he had medical 
attendance and then :pushed on to the island of Jersey" which·he 
reached more dead than alive. His unole's family, also emigr,s, 
took care of bim until he was able to go to England. 
In London. · he had the c om:pany of many other 'migres., some 
of them as miserable as himself. The doctors told him he might lin-
ger a year or two, but the question was how to live during this time. 
The idea came to him to write a book on revolutions, but who would 
:publish the work of an unknown writer, and.how was he to subsist 
while he was writing it? The money lent him by his brother on his 
departure from Brussels would not last forever. 
,A friendly Frenchman to whom he mentioned his :plans ap-
proved the idea, introduced him to those who would :publish the work 
as written, and obtained some translating from Latin and English 
for him to do. With this encouragement he set to work,.translating 
during the day, and studying and writing at night. 
An o:p:portun.ity to decipher some old French writings took 
him to a country town in England where he lived in the family of the 
---re-ctor, who had a .charming daughter. The two· young :people fell in 
I 
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love with each other, but Chatea.ubriand said nothing about being 
I 
already married until,on the eve of his departure for London,the 
parents of the young woman offered her to him. Then he told them 
of his matriage and immediately left the town. 
In 1797 the Essai historigue politigue et moral ~ les 
revolutions was published.. The boo.k made a sensation ~ong the 
Ei'migres and the English, but not so much in France. In En,gland its 
publication and sale brought Chateaubriand into notice so that he 
was able to move into better quarters and wa~ received into the 
highest class of French society. The sentiments expressed in the 
book were not always pleasing ~o the readers. It showed Chateau-
briand as neither a firm royalish nor an ardent republican. but a. 
mediator between the two. I~ religion it showed him a. free thinker, 
and a follower of Rousseau in philosophy. In France the book was 
well received by many, but the opinions expressed in it were very 
distressing to his mother~ who had only recently been released from 
imprisonment, and who very soon died. Her death so affected her son 
that he turned from his free-thinking back to the religion in which 
he had been brought up. This brought about a retrae1ion of what he 
,-
had pu.blished., although he did not withdraw the Essa.i .from sale. 
Writing his memoirs in 1822, when he was Ambassador from 
France to England, Chateaubriand says that many of the statements 
in the Essai were written in bitterness and grief, when he felt him~ 
self on the edge of the grave, and that his irreligion was not so 
deep as it would appear. In his remorse at the sorrow he had caused 
his mother by his de{)ation from his early teachings, he had a re ... 
vulsion of feeling and declares that he became a Christian. H.e then 
conceived the idea of writing something which should show his change 
' 
• 
of feelingt and determined upon his subject as the G6nie du ohris-
tianismea Upon this topio he immediately set to work. so that in 
1800t when he returned to France the book was well advanced. 
It was published in 1802, very· opportunely, on the eve 
of the re-establishment of the Catholic religion in Franoe by Na-
poleon. It greatly helped that movement, and thereby won the im-
mediate favor of the great generalj not only for the book, but 
for the author himselfa 
It was in the G6nie du ohristianisme th~t.Atala and 
Rene were to appear as episodes. But Atala was first published 
by itself in 1801, and we now turn our attention to a more care-
ful study of that compositiona 
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IV. 
As Chateaubriand so :frequently refers to the composi-
tion o:f his beloved literary childj Atalat it is necessary to 
believe that it was at least sketched during his travels in 
Amerioa,and was among the precious leaves which he always carried 
with him. These papers su:ffered o:ften from the weather, were 
lost and happily found again. returned to Europe with him:, were 
carried to the war in his knapsack. were spared when his shirts 
were stolen, and were sorted out on the grass of the ruined Roman 
amphitheatre at Treves, where he corrected a description of a 
forest afterwards appearing in Atala. In all his misery in get-
ting to England. the prec ions paper.s ·were preserved, and after 
being planned as an episode of The Natchez and o:f the Genie du 
christianisme, finally appeared by itself as already related • 
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Its appearance in Paris created a most favorable im-
pression among almost all who read it. Some praised its beauties 
and some criticised it adversely; but its difference from other 
writings and its charming style were generally aoknowledgede 
The story is that of the early life of an aged Indian, 
which he tells to Ren~ at night,_. while they are on a hunting ex-
pedition. The name of this Indian; now blind 1 is Chactas. In 
spite of his infirmities~ he has been chosen leader of the hunt, 
bacause of his s:1ill and wisdom. Rene is a young Frencbman, dis~ 
oont~nted with his own life; who has appeared some time before in 
the country of the Natchezt- and demanded to be.admitted into their 
tribe. Chactas had been attracted to him~ and had adopted him a.s 
his son. 
Soon after this adoption the hunt was organized, and ~s 
Chaetae and Ren~ sat alone in their boat while the other Indians 
slept., and the fleet moved gently along up the Ohio, Rene' asked 
Qhactas to tell him the story of his life. We will follow the 
story in brief. 
Chaetae belonged to the Indians of Louisiana. and wa$ 
the son of Outal~ssi, a warrior chief. When he was about seven-
teen jBars of age, his tribe made war upon the Muscogulges~ a pow-
erful!-·mation of Florida. The Spaniards had not long before set-
tled on the shores of the bay of :Pensa.cola 1~ and fought with the 
Louisianians or NatchezeThey were unsuccessful, Outalissi was 
killed, and Chactas wounded and taken prisoner, and carried off 
to St. Augustine. Here he was adopted. by a white manJ Lopezt who 
became much attached to him 1 and gave him a good. education. After 
two year·s and. a half of this life he found he was so homesick for 
the free life of the Indian that he left Lopez" to their mutual 
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regret; and went forth into the forest. 
, . . 
As Lopez had predicted, he was soon foun·d by the Mus-
cogulges and taken prisoner again~ They recognized his 'tribe and 
when he proudly told them his name, they told him that he should 
be burned to death; to which he replied by singing his death song. 
He was bound and guarded. As he sat on the ground one night a 
young Indian woman~. Atala, came and sat beside him. He looked upon 
her as the one who is sent .; to a condemned prisoner to cheer his 
last hours; and he so addressed her, saying that she was worthy 
to be a first love instead of a last one, and he hoped some man 
might be more fortunate than he, and that the vine and the oak 
might be long united. 
The girl re:plied, "I am not'the virgin of the last hours .. 
.A:re you christian?" He said that he was not. She was sorry to 
find him an idolater, and said that her mother had made her a 
christian, that her name was Atala, and that she was the daughter 
.of Simaghant the chief of that tribe. They were going to Apala• 
.. chuclai where he would be burned. With these words she rose and 
left him. 
Every evening now she came and talked with him,and his 
heart became filled with her image. 
On the seventeenth day of the march1 the company arrived 
in a broad prairiej where they made camp. The prairie was sur~ 
rounded by ranges of hills growing ever higher. The lower slopes 
were covered with palms and fruit trees, then came magnolias and 
evergreen oaks, and the h.ighest ones were bare o£ vegetation. 
This naght she came and dismissed the :prisoner's guard, 
tellin~ him she would kee:p the watoh. After he had gone, Atala 
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.told Chactas that he was very lightly tied, and begged him to es. 
cape. She even unfastened the cord which bound him and gave it 
into his hand~ But h~, bound to her by the stronger cords of lov~ 
refused to flee and gave back the cord into her hand. As they 
walked in the forest, Chaotas declared his love, but Atala said 
that M'lt' religion would separate her forever from him, and begged 
him again to flee. This he refused to do • and mad.e her again tie 
him to his tree. 
A night or two later they walked again in the forest. 
Atala seemed almost ready to yield to the :pleadings of her lover, 
when she suddenly threw herself on her knees and prayed fervently 
nfor herself and for her idolatrous loverTT. Chactas, deeply im-
pressed, was about ready to say he would go away. when a cry arose 
and four armed men sprang upon them •. Their absence had been dis-
llovered and they were sought fo.r. Led back to the camp:t the bonds 
and guards of Chactas were redoubled and he did not see Atala 
again for some time. 
Several days passed and the company now arrived at 
Apalachuola. The council assembled around an elegant ~aviaion, 
of three circles of columnsl> polished and carved. The roof was 
made of strips of bark radiating from the central column. 
The ooumcil consisted of fifty old men, fifty women, &ad 
the armed chiefs of war~ The question under discussion was the 
disposition of the prisoner. Should he be burned or should he be 
enslaved? Much talk followed on both sides, while the prisoner in 
ohaims stood in the midst. It was at last decided to burn him. 
But a delay came~ for the Festival of the Deadt or the 
Festi~l of Soul~ was approaching, when custom did not permit the 
death of any :prisoner. 
• 
At a special place, great preparations were made for the 
solemn festival; and great numbers of allied tribes gathered to 
take part in it. At the appointed time the bones of the dead were 
exposed to view, on the walls of the common hall of the ancients. 
After treaties of peace and of commerce had been concluded; games 
were played. and then the funeral procession started for the great 
tomb which had been dug. 
Here the bones were laid in order, and separated by 
bear and beaver skins. The tomb was then filled up and heaped up 
in a monnd, in which was planted a tree of tears and of sleep~ 
After solemnities, gaieties., ]tearing there was to be a 
burning, many of the tribes remained for the joyful{?}. sight,and 
the women in particular, even those who had expressed so much sym-
pathy for the young stranger when he came among them, now cried out 
the loudest for his deatha He was conducted to the Valley of Death, 
where he was bound hand and foot and secured so firmly to an Indian 
on each side of him that he could not move. The songs and the 
dances begin at dusk and are kept up until nearly all the company 
is exhausted and they creep away to sleep. 
'' 
The prisoner is so bound that his slightest movement 
wakes the guards. He falls into a troubled sleep and dreams he 
is having his bonds cut. He wakes to find it is a fact, and almost 
cries out, but Atala puts her hand over his mouth and he remains 
silent. She cuts his bonds without waiting to see whether it rouses 
the guards; and helps him to his feet. They start off together. 
After they have. gone a little way they hear a hue and cry behind 
. 
them, but are not caught. They start towa~d the north when they 
might-have gone toward the west • 
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After a little they begin to realize that they have done 
a fiholish thingt for they have no means of su:p:port and very little 
clothing.. Atala makes· a garment for Chactas, and he gathers bri~ht 
berries for her decoration. As she had brought a bow and arrows, 
they are able to have some flesh to eat, and berries furnish them 
with some moisture.. They cross forests~ swim rivers, and find 
themselves in vast deserts. 
But Atala now grows gloomy and Chactas tries in vain to 
learn from her her secret. After a while, she tells him that she 
loves him very much, but that she shall never be his wife. He tries 
to fathom the reason for this. but does not seem to be able to do it~ 
For nearly a month they wandered. the latter :part of the 
a branch of 
time on jthe Ohio River, in a canoe which Chactas had built with A tala t s 
instruction and hel:p. One day a storm was seen to be approaching. 
so they landed and sought a place of refuge. They found one under 
a large tree, but the rain was so heavy that they were both soon 
qrenohed, and were surrounded by clouds of insects of all kinds. 
while the larger animals filled the forest with their roarings. 
Blackness envelops them until the heavens are rent by lightning, 
which sets fire to trees. The wind howls and bends the trees t and 
helps spread the fire. It .is chaos let loose. But in the midst 
o.f it all- Chaatas haS. thought only for Atala. 
He believed he felt a tear from her eyes drop upon his 
hand; a tear which was not of the falling rain. He besought her to 
tell him her secret, and asked if she were weeping for her native 
land. She. responded at once, "Why should I bewail my country when 
my father was not of the land of. the palm trees?" In astonishment; 
Chaetas inquired who her father was. Atala replied that Simaghan~ 
•• 
who had been her motherTs husband, was not her father. Her father 
was a white man living in St. Augustine. Re had not matried. her 
mother, but had remained faithful to her and had never married an-
other woman, but continued to live alone with his sister. Chactas 
listened to this recital with growing interest and excitement and 
demanded the name of the man •. Atala answered that his name among 
the angels was Phil;f.:p •. but ]\llen called him Lopez. 
At this Ohactas uttered a great cry which rang through 
the woods. Re :pressed Atala to his breast. and when he could an~ 
swe+ her frightened questions, told her the story of his relations 
to Lopez. This most astonishing discovery created a closer bond 
than ever between the young :people.. But in the midst of the em-
bre..ce which followed:; a great flash of lightning shivered a tree 
at their feet. In the calm which succeeded this shock• they heard 
the sound of a bell and :presently the barking of a dog, which came 
u:p to them barking joyfully. Re was soon follwed by an aged hermit 
' 
' Pere Aubry. bearing a small lantern. 
Pare Aubry conducted thea to his grotto on the mountain 
side where he gave them something to eat and kept them for the 
night. They told him their story and he offered Atala a cabin 
among his religious flock until he should have had time to instruct 
Chaotas. and then he would marry them. · This :pleased Ohaotas but he 
noticed that Atala grew very :pale. As Pare Aubry raised Chaotas, 
who had fallen in joy at his feet. they both noticed that his hands 
had been mutilated. But he bore no ill will against the idolatrous 
Indians who has afflicted him, hoping that God would enlighten them 
in the future. 
Many years before he had established himself-in this re-
• 
' 
gion where he found some families of Indians whose manners he had 
been able to soften and whom he had converted to Christianity. 
They now lived in a quiet little community at the foot of the moun-
tain, where he ~~ved them as priest and directed their labors in 
the arts of civilization. 
The storm hai passed and though its wreckage could be 
seen around them and at the foot of the mountain, the evening sky 
became serene. After they had related their story to P~re Aubry, 
Atala appeared very weary, though she followed him with her eyes 
as if she wished to say something to himj but could not. .. · _,. 
· .. - lie gave her his b.ed of moss • and spent his night on the mounta.in 
. top contemplating Nature and communing with God. 
In the morning~ as Atala was still sleeping. Chaetae 
placed at her head a magnolia blossom which he had gathered. Then 
he sought P~re Aubry. who proposed that while Atala was resting, 
they should visit the Mission. In descending the mountain. Ohactas 
noticed on several trees that the ~her.znit had carved quotations 
which he said were from Homer, and from Solomon; also his own name, 
age, ahd the date of his mission were carved upon a reed. 
On reaching the foot of the mountain, they came to a 
valley which was entered by passing under a natural bridge. Under 
this bridge was the burying place of his Indians. where each family 
had its own lot. After passing this sacred place, hallowed by a cross. 
they approached the village through an avenue of trees. The In~ 
diana, when they saw their pastor coming, left their work and went 
to meet him. showing him every mark of respect and af:fection.. He 
talked with them advised them, and then conducted divine service in 
the open air, to which Chactas listened with deep reverence.. They 
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then visited the village, where Chaotas was impressed with the im~ 
provements of civilized, settled life over the roving and purpose--
less life of the savage. 
The visit to the village ended, the two men returned in 
the middle of the day to the mountain~j w:Q.ere they expected to see 
Atala coming to meet them. All was quiet as they approaohe~ the 
grotto, and Chactas. alarmed by he knew not what fear, begged P~re 
Aubry to enter first, and to give him back his Atala. Hearing a 
slight moan, he too rushed into the cave where he was struck motion~ 
less by the sight which met his eyesa Atala, half raised upon the 
bed of moss, pale and dishevelled, with drops of cold sweat upon her 
brow, was trying to smile upon him. 
Pare Aubry said, "This is a fever caused by her weariness. 
It will soon be gone. n But A tala shook her head, and in a feeble 
voice began the story of the fatal secret which she had kept from 
Chactas. 
She told how; at her birth, when she seemed about to die, 
her mother had made a vow that if the child's life was spared;. she 
would devote her to virginity. When the girl was sixteen the mother 
died, but not until she had made her daughter take the vow she had 
made for her. At the time the girl was full of religious zeal and 
proud of her Spanish blood, so that she felt herself above the men 
of the tribe about her. But with the coming of Chactas, her feelings 
changed, and she felt the weight of her vow • 
When the story was ended* the wrath of Chactas was aroused 
against Pere Aubry's religion which would keep his Atala away from 
him. But the :.pri:e.st· stopped him with severity, telling him he had 
suffered nothing and had no right to complain of ill treatment. Then 
• 
he softened his tones, and told him he must never accuse heaven. 
Atala continued her story by telling her suffering of. 
mind in the conflict between duty and inclination, Pere Aubry tried 
to comfort her by saying that when she recovered :from her sickness, 
he would write to the Bishop of Quebec, and have her released from 
her vows. The idea that such a thing was possible threw her into 
convulsions from which she did not recover for some time. Then she 
exclaimed "It is too late, it is too late!" and told them that the 
day before, during the storm; when she was at the point of yielding 
ht.-r-herself to Chaetae; she had t~en poison which she had brought with 
1\ 
:for j-g;st·~:such' an ~mepg.eney~ 
At this knowledge, Chactas threw himself on the ground in 
savage transports of distress and Pare Aubry ran from one to the 
other giving what comfort he could to their minds and hearts.though 
his remedies against the poison were unavailing. He told Atala that 
her meagre education had not taught her that a Christian had no 
right to take his own life, but that,God would pardon her because 
she sinned through ignorance. He said that her mother and her mis-
sionary adviser were more at fault for making her take a vow whose 
consequences she did not real:tze. Then he tried to show her that 
in her early death she was eseaping all the trials to which the 
frailty of the human heart might subject her. 
While he was thus discoursing concerning human love ~d 
the divine Love, A tala was gradually growing weaker, though she 
still adressed some words to Chaetae, urging him to embrace the 
Christian religion, that they might be reunited in the eternal life. 
She then gave to him the golden crucifix sent to her ~other by Lopez 
when-she was born, and begged him to wear it for her sake. 
• 
,. 
P~re Aubry now administered the last ri~es of the church 
and the beautiful spirit passed from the distrac-ted body. 
After vain regrets for the passing of the troubled 
spirit, they made plans for the burial. Chactas w.ished to take 
away the remains and bury them in some corner of the desert. But 
P~re Aubry had a better suggestion, which was to bury her under 
the natural bridge at the edge of the groves of death of his little 
flo.ok. lie wrapped the body in a shroud of linen which had been in-
tended for his own bu~ialt and the two men spent the night in prayer 
and watohing by the dear and beautiful shell that had held A tala "s 
soul .. 
At sunrise they started down the mountain side. Chaetae 
bearing upon his shoulders his ·:pre~iQtis: burden, whose weight made 
him frequently stop to rest. Raving reached the arch• they dug the 
grave; laid Atala tenderly therein• and gently covered her out of 
their sight. 
When they had returned to the grotto Chactas announced his 
intention of settling near by.. P~re Aubry, wiser than he, said no. 
Ris grief would not last always, for the human heart is not capable 
of remaining a long time unhappy. He told him he must return to the 
Mississippi country, to his mother .• who needed his support. He must 
get instruction in the Christian religion whenever he could• and re~ 
member his promise to Atala to be a good man and to become a Chris~ 
tian.. God, the soul of Atala, and the thoughts of his old :friend 
would follow him. 
' Realizing that the advice of Pere Aubry was good, Chaetae 
left the mountain on the following day, carrying with him the last 
counsels and last benedictions of the good priest. lie made a final 
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visit to the grave of Atala, where he found that Pere Aubry had 
ere~ted a small crucifix. Saying his last farewel:l to his beloved, 
he left her to mother earth. 
In the Epilogue, Chateaubriand relates that he has faith-
fully reproduced this story as he received it from a Seminole Indian 
while on his travels in.Amerioa. He says that he had traveled all 
over the country bordering on the Mississippi, and then, having ou~ 
riosity to see Niagara, had nearly reached there when he discovered 
a young woman mourning over her dead child which she was holding in 
her arms. He made friends with her and her husband, traveled with 
them to Niagara and finally drew from her her story. She and her 
companions were the remnant of the Natchez who had escaped frqm the 
massacre b# the French, and had for a time found refuge with the 
Chiokas"Qws. Driven from there by the encroachments of the whites, 
they were seeking a new home. Hearing that they were Natchez~ bear-
ing with them the bones of their ancestors, the traveler inquired if 
they had ever heard of Chaotas of the Natchez. 
In surprise the woman asked him who had told him of Chaetae 
of the Natchez.. He replied that his wisdom had made him famous. The 
young woman then. said that she would tell what she knew ~bout him. 
She was the granddaughter' of Ren~, whom Chaotas had adopted. Both 
Chaotas and Rene had perished in the massacre. 
\. The traveler then asked if she could tell him about Pere 
Aubry. She said that the Cherokees, enemies of the French, had gone 
as far as the mission and had killed many of his people. Pere Aubry 
might have saved himself, but would not, and was burned with great 
tortures. 
·'Some years a~terward when Chaotas returned from the country 
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~:f the whites he went to visit the S()ene of :Pera Aub7,:y.~s labors 
and suf:ferings 1 to collect his ashes and those o:f Atala. He :found 
the place so changed as to be unrecognizable. The natural,bridge 
had fallen, burying Atalats grave and the groves o:f death near by • 
Mounting to the grotto of the hermit, he found it occupied by a 
wild deer. As he turned to leave the spot, the deer went bounding 
before him till she led him to the Mission cross" now hal:f buried 
in water. Digging under the rock which formerly served as altar 
he found the bones of a man and a woman. which he took to be those 
of :Pere Aubry and Atala. buried there; perhaps, by the angels! He 
gathered them u:p in a bear skin and carried them back to the Natchez 
country. "Here," said the woman, "Otrstranger, thou mayest contem ... 
plate those bones with those of Chactas himself." 
The traveler :prostrated himself before the sacred re~ 
mainst and cried out ,that man was but a fleeting dream, that he 
existed but by his misery, by his sorrows. and by the melancholy 
o:f his soul. 
Having traced t~e charming and ~ath~t~ st~~ of Atala 
as a relation of human interestj let us now consider some of its 
:points as a literary :production. In the Prologue., we find the 
celebrated gorgeous description of the Mississippi~ from which 
we quote the most colorful section: "Mais la gr~ce est toujours 
unie a la magnificence dans les scenes de la nature; et tandis 
que le courant du milieu entrains vers la mer le.s;cadavres des pins 
et aes ch~nes, on voit, sur les deux courants lat~raux remonter, 
le long des rivages des tles :flottantes de :Pistia et de Nenupp.:a,r,, 
' dont les roses jaunes s'el~vent comme de petits pavillons. Des 
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serpens verts, des herons bleus; des flammants roses, de jeunes 
aroaodiles s'embarqu.ent passagers sur aes vaisseaux de :fleurs; 
et la aolonie,deployant au vent ses voiles d'or, va aborder, 
endormie, dans quelque anse retiree du fleuve." 
.. a. 
The studies of Bedier and Chinard have :found that the 
earlier part of the desaription preoeding the section quoted, is 
based on Imlay {Gilbert Imlay, A topographioal description of the 
Western territory of North America. London, 1792) while the green 
serpents, blue herons and rose colored flamingoes are based on 
Bartram {John Bartram, Description of East Florida, London, 1768.} 
Bartram also speaks of the Pistias and N~nuphars, but they are on 
st. John 1 s River. Florida, and not a thousand miles to the west, 
on the Mississippi~ 
As to Chateaubriand 1 s having seen these marvelous land-
saapes, in spite of his statement_in the Epilogue that he had 
traveled all over the country bordering the Mississippi, it has 
been shown above that facts are not wanting to pnove that in the 
conditions of travel, and the restless and ho.stile state o:f the 
Indians at the time he says he was visiting the south part o:f 
the· United States, he could not have gone with the speed necessary 
to cover the ground in the time he was in America. We are :forced.~ 
then, to conclude that this journey was a pure flight of fanoy, 
started by the reading of the books just mentioned. 
In the description of the savanna of Alachua we can see 
the valley surrounded by hills xeaching so high that the tiers o:f 
vegetation are strongly marked, - the palm. the citron. the magno-
lia, and the live oak. 
The deep forest in which Chaotas and Atala walked at 
I 
• 
night.is<placed before us in these words: "La lune brillait au 
milieu d'un azur sans tache, et sa lumiere gris-de-perle des<len-
dait sur la <lime indeterminee des far&ts. Aucun bruit ne se 
faisait entendre, hors je ne sais quelle harmonia lointain~ qui 
regna.it dans la profondeur des bois: an eut dit que l'ame de la 
solitude soupirait dans toute l'etendue du desert. 
,, 
In the daytime, the moss~hung live oaks are surrounded by 
nune faule de papillons, de mouches brillantes, de colibris, de 
perruches verfs. de geais d'azur. qui vient s'a<lcracher aces 
A 
mousses, qui praduisent alors l'ef:fet d'une tapisserie en laine 
blanche. nu l'ouvrier european aurait brode des inseotes et des 
aiseaux e<llatants.u 
The close of the description of the thunder storm :from 
which Chactas and Atala were res<lued by Eere Aubry and his dog 
gathers together all the features of one of nature's terrible 
outbursts: "Qual affreux, qual magni:fique speota<lle] La :foudre 
met le feu·dans les bois; l'inoendie s'etend <lomme une ohevelure 
de flammes; des colonnes d'etin<lelles et de fumee assiegent les 
nues 1 qui vomissent leurs foudres dans le vaste embrasement. Alors 
le Grand-, Esprit oouvre les montagnee d 'e'paisses tenebres; du 
milieu de oe vaste chaos s'eleve un mugissement confus forme par 
I . le fracas des vents, le gemissement des arbres, le hurlement des 
b~tes :feroce~le bourdonnement de l'incendie/~t la chute repetee 
du tonnerre. qui siffle en s'eteignant dans lea eaux." 
These descriptions of natural scenery have all been found 
in Charlevoix, Imlay, Bartram. Carver. or Casteby. A French oritio, 
Mersenne; as he signed himself, writing in the 1830's,<lritioises 
severely the suenery of the Mississippi River. He made the voyage 
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to Niagara and then descended the Mississippi~ and declares that 
.. 
the floating islands,with the green serpents. red flamingoes and 
the other marvels were not to be seen or found. M.. Bedier, in 
his studies, has found the source of the most of these descrip-
tions, and M. Chinard fitly says the Mississippi of 1832 is not · 
that of 1791-' and that that of Chateaubriand is the river as de-
scribed by La Salle~ one hundred years before, and Charlevoix 
fifty years before, when the wild life was much more abundant 
than when Mersenne traveled it~ 
Turning from the descriptions of nature to the descrip~ 
tions of people and of customs and to the plot of the story~ we 
may find that not any of them are original with Chayeaubriand. 
When Chactas-' after leaving the home of Lopez., for his 
natural wild life of the savage» is taken prisoner as Lope~ had 
predicted, by the Muscogulges *' the ancient enemies of the Natchez, 
he cannot~ although only a young man and also a prisoner. help 
seeing the fine qualities of his captors and of their allies the 
-Seminoles. 
He says of t~em: "Le Muscogulge, et surtout son allie le 
Sd:minole respire la gaiete, lllamour,. le contentement. Sa• demarehe 
est le'g~re ~ son abord o.uvert et sere in. Il :parle beaucoup et 
avec voildill-il:tlbe; son langage est harmonieux et facile.. L '~e m&ne 
ne peut ravi~ aux sachems cette simplicite joyeuse:comme· iles vieu:x 
oiseaux de nos bois• ~ls m@lent encore leurs vieilles chansons aux: 
airs nouveaux de leur jeune posterite." Bartram expresses the 
same ideas, from which the following is one sentence. "La visage~ 
lea actions. le. maintien des Stm.inoles presentent le plus heureux 
tableau du bonheur que peut donner cette vie; la joie~ le contente..;· 
t 
, 
ment. l'amour et l'amiti~, sans rien d'affecte ou de dissimule, 
• 
semblent innes en eux et dominant le princi:pe m~e de leur vie, 
car ils les conservent jusqu1 a leur dernier sou:pir •••• la 
faiblesse meme et la d~crepitude d'une extreme vielllesse ne 
a 1 
reussissent :pas~effacer de leur traits cette sim:plioite joyeuse 
et juv~nile.n 
The "virgin of the last loves 11 , as Chactas calls A tala 
the first time she came to him; the young man whom they saw in the 
forest bearing a torch» going to the cabin of the maiden of his 
desire. to learn whether he was acceptable or not; the grave of a 
child :placed by the side of a :public road; all these are customs 
described by Charlevoix, Carver, and La Hontan. 
The death chant sung by the young woman in the Epilogue 
to her infant before she placed him on the boughs of the maple 
tree is to be found in Carver, in almost the same words. 
Chateaubriand has copied from himself, from the Natchez, 
the passage about the young man with the torch, for there he de-
scribes the same custom when Outougamiz goes to seek Mila_ Also 
in the Natchez he describes the dity of Apalachucla. The descrip-
tion of the temple of council, in Atala, with its three concentric 
rings of pillars and its graduated platforms for the sachems comes 
from Bartram. 
The Festival of Souls, whose opportune celebration de-
lays the execution of Chactas and gives Atala the last chance to 
rescue him, has been described by many travelers, but some details 
used by dhate.aubriand seem to have come from Lafitau. 
Atala herself had the same sadness in her nature that 
( Celuta, in the Natche~. had. She was also a mixture of white and 
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J~dian, not only in her blood~ but in her feelings., and in her 
mind, she was as much European as Americane Up to the time when 
she met Chactas, the weight of her vow was no burden to her, for 
she knew neither life nor levee But seeing and knowing him taught 
her heart that there were desires natural and human, which could 
not be gratified in a religious life dedicated to virginity. 
Hence the great struggle and almost defeat which she underwent and 
which ended in conquest of herself only by taking the poison which 
she had secreted about her to use as a last resort. 
Not only does Atala resemble C6luta, another character 
of Chateaubriand's, but there are points of resemblance to several. 
other heroines of romancet as depicted by a variety of w::F1.ters in 
the 17th and 18th centuries. The attraction of the wild life of 
America took a strong hold on the imagination of writers of those 
centuries, both male and femaley and a number of romances appeareq 
to which Chateaubriand probably had access. though nowhere does he 
mention or acknowledge any obligation to any of them. A certain 
Mrs. Morton, an American woman, who signed herself ~hilenia, a 
Lady of Boston. in 1798 wrote a poem called Ouab&, or the virtues 
of nature. an Indian tale, based upon a story found in an early 
American magazine. In this tale Azakia, an Indian girl wandering 
in the forest near a French fort is attacked by a soldier, from 
whom she is rescued by another Frenchman. an officer, who was so 
attracted by the girJ: that he wished to make love to her. She, 
however, saidt nL'ami qui est davant mes yeux m'empBche de te voif" 
which meant in the Huron language "I do not care for your atten .... 
tions," and was considered a final dismissal. The Frenchman, 
Baron Saint-Castin; respected the wish of the girl. Some time 
after, having killed a man, he fled to the Indians and there found 
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~zakia and her husband. Their joy was so great that they insist~ 
ed that the Frenchman should be a member of their household. The 
attraction between them was renewed, but, although A2;a.kia acknowl-
edged herself very much in love with C6larit.:l, the name by which 
Saint-Castin went, she insisted on remaining faithful to Ouabi, 
her husband. Saint-Castin wished to leave their home in order to 
forget her, but she would not allow it. Another young girl, 
Zisma, is introduced into the household to be a foil to Azakia. 
After this, Quabi is taken prisoner in war, and in accordance with 
the Indian custom; if the husband does not return in forty days, 
the widow is to take poison and rejoin him in the spirit world. 
This Azakia prepares to do, but is persuaded by Celario to delay 
for a few days* while he and some other warriora go to find out 
the fate of Quabi. They find him nearly ready to be hurned, but 
they rescue him and return to their home. On the way Celario tells 
Q~abi what Azakia had proposed to. do. He recognizes that Azakia 
still loves Celario and .on the arrival home he puts t~.e case· be ... 
fore them. Re says that in gratitude to Celario for saving his 
life,_ he thinks he should give him Azakia. As this is the wish of 
her lawful husband Aza.kia submits without a murmur. They burn tae 
two parts of the ring which were emblems of their union, and whose 
burning signifies divorce agreeable to both parties. Celario and 
Azakia are married and Quabi marries Zisma~: and the two couples 
nlive happily ever after.Tf 
The resemblance between this story and that of Atala can 
be easily traced. There is the faithfulness of each to her vows. 
the mild and gentle disposition, though so firm that each will 
take poison rather than be unfaithful to what she considers her 
duty. 
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Saint-Castin is no saintj but he has good qua:j.it'ies, 
though they are tinged with the .. mela.il~holy of Rene in the Natchez. 
0-ua.bi and Cha()tas are each in danger of burning; as pr·isoners of 
war, and each is rescued, though by different means, and each has 
generous qualities, but with different avenues in which to show 
them. 
Neitherih ~hls Canadian story nor in Mrs. Morton's 
American version are there to be found any beautiful landscapes, 
or hardly any descriptions of manners and custdms. and if Chateau-
briand based his story upon it, he made it much more beautiful _-
both in setting and char.acterizationa 
Another story has been found in a collection o:f tales 
purporting to have been told to a Frenchman by an old 1ndian hunt~ 
er. This collection is entitled Veillees americ~!~ and appeared 
in Paris near the end of the eighteenth century. Soon after the 
successful appearance of Atala. one o:f these tales was published 
· by itself under the title: Oderahi, His to ire Americaine, conten~t 
une pei~"ture fidelle des habi tans d~ 1 'inte'r:i:~l!r de 1 'Amerique 
septentrionale. A Paris, &c. Under the title is printed,.Qderahi 
est une soeur a!nae d 1Atala. 
In this story we have again a Rene,. a young Frenchman of 
a melancholy disposition, who finds himself first in Canada. then 
in the lake region of America. He had been hunting with some 
French companions. They were attacked by Indians. and all killed 
but-him. He escapes but is soon captured by another band of In--
dians and thrown bound into a pirogue. He is taken to land, bound 
as Chactas was, in such a manner that his guards would be awakened 
by his slightest movement. From this dangerous situation he is 
~·-··I; ..
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~esoued by a young girl Od6rahi, who claims him to take the place 
of her dead brother. Note the resemblancesto Atula and the Natchez. 
He is legally adopted by the father of Oderahi,. and 
made to look as much like an Indian as possible, with all·· sorts 
of paintings upon the skin of his fac~ and body, feathers in his 
hair, and in his nose a gold ring which reaches to his chin. Ren~ 
adopted by the Natchez,seems to have been spared some of these 
decorations. Oderahi then undertakes to teach him the Indian 
language. But like Rene, he is afflicted with periods of melan~ 
cholyj from which all the efforts of his adopted fath~r can not 
rouse him. At last he tells Oderahi'the cause of his melancholy, 
which is his love for a girl in his own country whom his father 
would not allow him to marry because she was poor, but whom he 
cannot forget, and for whom he mourns. He can forget some things 
about his nat-ive country, and be happy in the free life of nature 
which he is now living, but always there is the regret in his 
heart for his lost levee This is Ran~ again. 
The brother of Od~rahi re~ppears, still living. He wel-
comes his adopted brother and becomes his friend as Out~amiz, 
the brother of Oeluta becomes the friend of Rene. 
Next a war ensues. which is carried on with more ~erocity 
than the one 1n which the Natchez engage. 
Oderahi desires to marry Onteree, as the Frenchman is 
oalled, but he will not declare himself,and is cursed by her ~ath­
er and obliged to go away into the forest. After a time he be ..... 
lieves himself willing to marry.her, and returns only to find her 
dying for love of him, having. like Atala, poisoned herself. But 
with no reproaches for him, she holds his hand until the end • 
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~he father will not allow the recalcitrant lover to attend the 
funeral servicesj but he hovers near enough to hear the f~eral 
hymns. According to the same custom employed by the young womap 
in the Epilogue to ~tala •. the body is exposed on the branches of 
a tree. Soon comes the Festival of Souls. whose celebr-ation 
proved the salvation of Ohactas. but in this story, more gruesome 
details are furnished than in Atala. 
The other members of the family die soon after Oderahi, 
and Onteree is left alone. He desires to kill himself because he 
sees nothing to live for, but is prevented by the discourse of an 
aged Indian philosopher* who, like .~are,:,' Aubry. tells him to cease 
mourning for his friends who are gone. and to look forward to the 
time when he shall awake from tle dream which this life is, and 
rejoin them in the land of souls. 
There are so many resemblances in this tale to 'tala 
and The Natchez that it would seem a poor imitation of those if 
its date of publication. 1798• did not put the proof of imitation, 
if imitation there was. on Ohateaubriand. who did not publish 
Atala until 1801. Od~rahi is far superior to Azakia. for the de-
scriptions of customs. and of landscapes are clearer and better 
worked aut, but they do not come up to those in the work of Oh~­
teaubrianfl. 
The character of Ont6ree retains throughout the remem~ 
brance of principles learned in civilized life, as does that of 
Rene. while the Baron Saint-Oastin seems to forget that he ever 
was an inhabitant of a cdvilized country. In Ont6ree. however, 
there is never the least leaning towards religion such as Rene 
had, nor do Azakia or Oderahi reach the moral height in their 
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:feelings which A tala's religion gave to her. This lack in the 
older stories puts Atala· on a higher plane morally. as the richer 
setting does from a literary standpoint. 
• 
v. 
A classic in the study of melancholy. This is Rene, 
the story of a young man, who; dissatisfied with life and with liv-
ing, goes to bury himself in the wilds of AmericaJ hoping there to 
find at least rest for his mind. 
He arrived at the Natchez, was adopted by Chactas, and 
in accordance with the Indian custom, had to take a wife. But he 
had no desire for the life of a married man. but wandered off by 
himself to give himself up to his melancholy thoughts. Chaotas. 
and the missionary desired to know his story. but he avoided its 
recital by saying there was nothing to tell, and that the event 
which sent him to America was better buried in oblivion. 
It was years before they, with a measure of authority, 
persuaded him that it was his duty to tell them the story of his 
life. At last he consented; and under a sassafras tree on the 
bank of the Mississippi, he began his narration. 
A younger son, his mother died at his birth and he was 
given by an austere father to the care of strangers. His infre~ 
quent visits to his father's home were enjoyable only in the com• 
panionship of his sister Am6lie; two years older than himself • 
With her he wandered the fields and woods. both of them with hearts 
tinged with sadness. 
At the age of sixteen his father died, and it was nee~ 
~so-
• 
~ssary for him to plan something for his life. Amalie urged the 
religious life upon him, but he decided to travel, and visited 
many foreign countries, visiting mostly their ruins and meditating 
upon the life of the peoples whose bodies had crumbled to dust and 
whose monuments weret many of them; following in the same direc-
tion. He visited cities to see if the living had more virtues or 
fewer misfortunes than the vanished races. But here he was struck 
with the evanescence of buman fame. He visited artists who could 
_talk of high themes but V{ho were children with regard to the things 
of common life. From the top of Etna he saw on one side of him 
the world unrolled before him. in its immensity. so vast that the 
dwellings of man were hardly discernible, while on the other side 
of him was the boiling abyss of the crater half veiled in thick 
smoke. It was to him, as he spoke. an emblem o:f his life ...... pas ... 
sions within him in a state of turmoil, while the world outside 
lay vast and incomprehensible around hime 
He returned to Paris to find that his sister had left 
it bp:t a few days before. He found himself without friends or 
aims, spent ·his time in obscure churches meditating on nothing. 
He decided to try life in the foreste He wandered about by day, 
spent the nights in the cottages of the humble workers whom he 
found, and found that even in their songs they were sad. 
He found no peace anywhere and in despair resolved to 
_ .. take his own life. But to do things decently and in order 1 he 
wished to make proper disposition of his fortune. He wrote to 
AmaliE) who immediately dd.vined his purpose and came to find him. 
They lived together in the forest for months, when suddenly Ameli6 
disappeared; leaving behind her a letter in which she said that 
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she was going to embrace the religious life, and recommended mar-
riage to her brother as a balm for his troubled spirit. She would 
like to be joined to him in the tomb, but she would be buried under 
the cold stone where maidens reposed who had not loved. She called 
him dear and too dear Rene and said she was leaving him in this 
life that she might be united to him in the life eternal. 
I This letter came like a thunderbolt to Rene,who felt that 
his sister had tired of being with him, and so had left him in a way 
which he could not follow. His bitterness at her seeming ingratitude 
became softened when he imagined that she had a lover whom she did 
not dare to acknowledge~ He wrote to her begging her to tell him 
all. She replied at once. told him nothing, but said she was soon 
to take her vows. He resolved to go to the convent to make one 
last effort to change her decision. His visit was of no avail in 
this respect·, but she asked him .to be present at the ceremony of 
taking the veil, and to stand as her fathEtr. Her coldness deeply 
offended him and he felt again like taking his own life at the 
moment when his sister was offering up hers to the church. He 
went, however, the next day, hardly knowing what he did. The sol-
emn service beganf with Amalie dressed in the beautiful clothes o~ 
a young lady of the world. At the proper mament Rene was conducted 
to the altar and given the shears with which to cut off her abun-
dant hair. A robe was put upon herj and to show that· she was to be 
dead to the world, she was obliged to descend into a tomb. The of-
fice for the dead began. As Ren~ knelt beside her he heard Amalie 
say, unieu de misericordes fais que je ne me releve jamais de cette 
couohe funebre, et comble de tes biens u.n fnere qui n 'a po.int 
partag6 ma criminelle passion!n 
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At these words the truth of Ameli~' s secret flas~.~d upon 
Ren6; he threw himself upon her, clasping her in his arms. and 
cried out~ 11Chaste apouse de Jesus-Christ' recois mes derniers em ... 
J 
brassements a travers les glaces du trepas et les profondeurs de 
l'eternite, qui te separent deja de ton frere!" 
This outbreak disturb.ed the ceremony and Rene was re .... · 
moved) unconscious~ while the ceremony continued. But Amelia· was 
thrown into a fever~ and Rene was not allowed to see her. The 
revelation of her feelings filled him with horror and compassion. 
Her strange actions were now explained and Rene was thrown into new 
depths of melancholy to think that he had been the unconscious_ 
cause of sin in another. His melancholy was so deep that it was 
almost a satisfaction to have a legitimate cause for misery of 
soul. He then made up his mind to leave Europe and go to America, 
and there he found himself with the Natchez. Having finished his 
story he threw himself sobbing on the breast of Chactas~ while 
passing a letter to Pere Souel. 
The letter was from the superior of the convent where 
Amelia was, and announced her death by a contagious disease con-
tracted while caring for others who had it. The superior wrote 
that she was mourned by the whole communitys who looked upon her 
as a saint. 
Pare Sou~l now took up the word and told Rene that he 
had no troubles, that they were all imaginaryt and that he had no 
right to waste his time doing nothing in the desert, hoping to es-
cape from himself. While his sister had expiated her fault, he was 
cultivating his passions instead of trying to subdue them. He 
ought to get out into the world and do something. If he did not, 
• 
• 
~eaven would punish him. Here Chactas joined in, agreeing with 
the priest, that the li~e of the solitary do~nothing was wrongj 
and that the only happiness was to be found in the common ways of 
ma.n • 
Chateaubriand, telling the story, says that, following 
the advice of his two old friends, Rene returned to his cabin &nd 
his wife, but was never happy, and that all three men perished 
soon after in the massacre. 
P~re Souel gives to Rene the same advice that P~re 
Aubry ga~e to Chactas ~ to forget grief in action. Rene had 
thought in coming to America he should find the free life of the 
forest a balm for his wounded feelings. So had though~ Chateau-
bria.nd when he came, that his unnamed longings would be satisfied 
by nature. But he went back to France and thence to England, 
where, in his exile, he wrote himself into Rene. 
We find throughout the tale the romantic preeminence of 
the feelings, the seeming enjoyment of melancholy, and the exalta-
tion of self above all else. It~s the unhealthy condition of the 
soul whihh made life a burden and rendered the men liable to dis~ 
solve into tears in moments of particular stress, as Chactas weep-
ing over Atala, and Rene over the recital of his t>wn woes. 
The Natchez is only the continued story of Rene long drawn 
out. He is everywhere Rene, but we hear much of the habits and cus-
toms of the Natchez tribe. It was Bartram who first gave a pleasing 
idea of this tribe, and from him Chateaubria.nd borrowed freely. 
The historical facts in the story of the Natchez are 
based on -:records of more th~~n one author. The French, in 1713, 
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Quilt a fort on a bluff overlooking the Mississippi.~· A small 
colony was established.-around it~ and in the main; friendly re-
lations were maintained between the whites and the Indians. Some 
of the commanders at the fort were able to smooth out all'diffi-
aulties. ..Bn:t. the arrival of a new commander. one Chepart. who 
was one of those who wished to make a rapid fortune for himself. 
regardless of the means by which he gained it, put a different 
aspect on affairs~ He demanded without ceremony that the Indians 
shouldlaa?.B a certain village of theirs and that without delay. 
This angered the Indians~ so tha~after several councils. one of 
which took place on the north side of Lake Superior~ they deter~ 
mined on a war of revenge to be carried on by all the tribes with 
whom they were affiliated. The plan was to be kept secret. until 
the time was rip~. and the women were not to be told. This plan 
was carried out in Novembert 1727, when the Indians disposed them"" 
selves among the houses of the white settlers and in the fort and 
at a given signal fell upon the Frenoh and slew many. Chepart was 
one of the first to be killed. 
This massaare of the French by the Natah~z was revenged 
by the allies of the Frenah, and in 1730, the Natchez themselves 
were massacred. enslaved, or scattered. It was in this massacre 
that Chactas and Rene were killed. as related by the young woman 
survivor in the Epilogue to Atala. In the Prologue to Atala the 
date of Rene's arrival at the Natchez is given as 1725, so that . 
the events of his life among the Indians covered a period of five 
years. 
Oeluta, the wife of Rene, and their child, unhappily 
survive~ him. Out~amiz, brother of Celuta and friend of Ren~. 
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avenges his death by killing Ondoure, the chief, who had murdered 
Rene because he hated him. 
After the dispersal of the remnant of the Natchez, 
Celuta and Mila, the widow of Outt:ou:g.a.nit~, resolve not to survive 
their husbands. Taking Celuta's child, they go into the forest 
to a certain spot where there is a high waterfall. Leaving the 
child on the bank where it would be found, the two women join 
hands and plunge into the fall to their death. 
_Everywhere in the Natchez we find the humble stead-
fastness of theueharacter of Celut.a, who loves and reveres her 
morose husband, accustoms herself to his silences and absences, 
watches his moods when he is present and is devoted to his care. 
But she could rise to the height of nobility as in the scene with 
Adario, who wished her to take oath that she would not reveal the 
plans for the attack on the French which she had discovered. She 
proudly said that she would take no oath; that if her virtue was 
not sufficient guarantee for her silence, no oaths would bind her 
any stronger. This nobility is reminiscent of heroines of 
Cornei~le. Like an ancient Greek heroine she was brought to Ren~ 
for a wife. In Rene we are told that she was given to him as soon 
as he arrived at the Natchez~ In The Natchez he refused for some 
time to take a wife, but at last consented to take Celuta. 
I Mila, the young Indian girl, at first is attracted by Ren~ 
but when he tells her he is already married, she turns with equal 
affection to C~luta. ~hey become more or less :friends, Mila final-
ly marries O:uttou:gsi!Ut~ ,brother of C~luta, and develops into a keen 
spirit who sees through the schemes of the Indians and rescues her 
friends. 
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Chateaubriand says that Mila was suggested to him by the 
young Indian girl who danced for him on his way to Niagara. 
\:1\<. E"'.i-~~ .. j;rl. 
Celuta has traits of Charlotte ~ves~'of the sylphide which haunted 
the dreams of the young Chateaubriand, and of the Indjans that he 
met in his journey. There are also resemblances to Azakia and 
Oderahi. These two young women, very different in their character, 
but both of them devoted to Rene, are drawn closer together by 
their misfortunes, and finally end their lives as above described. 
This last resort may have been suggested to C§luta in Rene's re-
markable letter to her, in which he says, noh, gue ne me suis-je 
precipite dans les aataractes, au milieu des ondes eaumantes! je 
/ I 
serais Dentre dans le sein de la nature avec tout mon energie." 
In The Natchez Chateaubriand has written an elaborate 
description of the council on the north shore of Lake Superior, 
participated in by many nations of Indiansj from the Natohez on the 
south to Virginia on the east. In this, as in the description of 
the government of the Natchez, he has followed Charlevoix, as 
Chinard has pointed out in numerous quotations. But he also points 
out that while Charihevotx relates facts in an l(.)nteresting way, 
Chateaubriand makes the people walk before our eyes in performing 
their rites and in celebrating their festivals. 
In the battles of the wars in which the Natchez engage 
as in the final massacre of the French it is easy to see Chateau-
briand's early training in the olassics, and to call to mind that 
he says in all his wanderings his Homer went with him. There are 
numerous pictures which recall to the mind versed in the writings 
of the ancients similar pictures painted in words by Homer, Virgil, 
and Tasso. 
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His noble Indians like Chactas and Outougamiz seem to 
some critics to be thinly veneered Europeans, but researches 
among the records of students of the American Indians reveal the 
fact that they too have found noble qualities in many of the 
tribes, albeit mixed with great cruelty in time of war. A study 
of Indian tribes in the Lower Mississippi Valley has been made by 
John R. Swanton in papers of the Smithsonian Institution·; Washing-
ton, 1911, in which he says of the Natchez: 11Si jamais les Indiens 
devienn1ent une th~me litteraire, on peut considerer comme certain 
que les Natchez recevront une ample consideration, et en fait il y 1 
a longtemps que Chateaubriand a commence avec son idylle d'Atala 
et le po~me qui vise plus haut et qui porte le nom des Natchez. 11 
It ~ould be easy to multiply illustrations of "local 
color11 or of the romantic element in the Natchez, but enough has 
been said to show the tendencies of the book, and with this brief 
account we close our study of the American writings of Chateau-
briand. 
• 
Much has been said of the borrowings of Chateaubriand 
from other writers, but perhaps if in the beginning he had not 
talked so loudly of the extent of his travels, less would have 
been thought of his dependence upon others for his facts. But 
much can be forgiven one who borrows to present to us such glowing 
landscapes as that of the Mississippi, such attractive portraits 
as those of Atala and Celuta, or such living descriptions as that 
of the Festival of the Maize • 
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Summary .. 
We have traced the early life of Chateaubriands showing 
how the imaginative boy was brought up in a home where the silehce 
and sternness of the father cast a gloom over tbe whole household. 
The boy was left very much to himself:~earned to love the sea 
which washed the walls of the little town of St. Malo. Re received 
little education before he was nine or ten years old. When sent 
to school he learned with avidity the things which interested him, 
and read everything he ~ould lay hands on. His abilities received 
but little guidance, and his natural indecision of character led 
him to try one after the other the :professions open to the younger 
son of a noble; only to decide at the last moment that he was not 
fitted for any of them. His life at the castle of Combourg gave 
him a love for nature as he and his sister Lucile wandered over 
the country. He was :finally pushed into t~e army, where he quickly 
learned the manual of ·arms and advanced to the grade of sub-lieu-
tenant. Furloughs were easy to obtain and he spent much time in 
Earis with his sisters~ where he met numerous men who were of im~ 
portance in the literary world, among whom was M.Fontanes, the 
French writer, whose friendship he always kept. Re made the ac-
quaintance also of M. de Malesherbes, a statesman, who interested 
himself in the young man, and fostered the idea now growing in his 
mind of going to America. In 1791 he set out, returning to France 
, . 
after a stay of five months in America~ where he claims a wide 
range of travel, form north to south and east to west as far as 
the Mississippi. 
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He returned to France to join the army for the restora-
tion of the royal family after Louis XVI had been deposed and. ex-
ecuted. On his return he was suddenly married to a young lady of 
fortune, whose money :partly paid his way. into the army~ A wound 
and sickness drove him out of the country to join other emigres 
in England. Here he lived in :poverty for eight years and wrote 
his first book; Essai sur les R6volutionst 1797. In this book 
he showed himself a freethinker, a follower of J. J.Rousseau. 
The death of his mothel,' changed the trend of his thoughts and he 
began to write the G6nie du christianisme. In 1800 he returned 
to France under an assumed name, carrying with him the Genie, !tal~ 
and Ren&. Atala and Rene were planned first for ~he Natchez. then 
for episodes in the G~ie. but Atala.was finally published sepa-
rately in 1801. while ~appeared first in the Genie in 1802, but 
was later :published sepa.ratelyo The Natchez appeared in 1826 in 
his complete works. 
~ created a sensation when it was published and re-
ceived both :praise and adverse criticism; :praise for its style and 
. fine descriptions of scenery, blame for the too refined savages. 
We traced some of the descriptions and characters to thsir sources 
in other writers. 
In Rene·we found the inner history of Chateaubriand 
himself,. a soul wretched because self""-centxed. 
The Natchez continued the story of Ren~ among the In-
dians. with detailed descriptions of manners and customs among the 
Natchez. Here we find Celuta, Mila, Outougamiz, and Chactas, with 
many other characters less clearly drawn. Here also the sources 
have been foundYor statements and character~, while in the style 
• 
it is easy to see Chateaubriand's olassical training furnishing 
the patterns for many passagesa 
The three books discussed are filled with much imagery 
in the descriptions of natural scenery, some of which is trans-
posed from its natural location to suit the desires of the author. 
The principal characters might be~ as far as their sentiments are 
concerned, inhabitants of civilized Europe, of the era in which 
they lived~ They were somewhat difficult to imagine in their en-
vironment, though perhaps more agreeable to meet than their fel-
lows, who are more savage~ 
Although we are obliged to discredit many of Chateau-
briand:'l.s claims as to the extent of his travels in America» even 
in the face of his direct statementst we can but admire his imag-
ination and the skill with which he paints scenes and people. mak~ 
ing them appear real to us. He drew his inspiration from many 
sources, both French and American, touched their words with th~ 
'brush of an~, artist, and hung his pictures before our eyes. The 
writers of the Romantic Period who preceded him, like Bernardin 
St.- Pierre, in Paul and Virginia., had a similar romantic style. 
but not as vigorous as his. 
Chateaubriand ac~mwledged Rousseau as his master in 
the early part of his life, and for that reason his Essai gave of-
fence to some because of its materialism. But after his 11cqnver-
sion" and the conception o:f the Genie, he made his work rest upon 
a Christian foundation, and brought back into literature a note 
that had been absent for some time. This is one of his chief 
claims to superiority. 
• 
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Librairie Hachette, 1924. 40 pp. on Chateaubriand. 
32. Revue d'Histoire litteraire de la France. Librairie Armand • 
Colin. 5 Rue de Rlfzi~res, Paris- 6e ,1906. Quelques 
Sources Ignorees du "Voyage en Amerique" de Chateau~ 
briand. E. Dick. 20 pp .. 
33. Sainte-Beuve, C.- A. - Chateaubriand et son groupe li tte"raire 
sous l'empire .. l848-1849. Tome I. 413 pp. Paris. Michel 
Levy Freres .. Libraire Nouvelle .. 1872. 
34. Thwaites, Reuben Gold. Early Western Travels, 1748~1846. 
Vol. III. Andre Michaux's Travels into Kentucky, 1793~ 
1796. Fran9ois Andre Michaux's Travels West of the Al-
leghany Mountains, 1802.. Cleveland, Ohio. The Arthur 
H. Cla±k Company, 1904. 
35. Vinet, Alexandre. - itudes sur la litterature fran2aise au 
xrxe siecle. Tome I. 558 PP• Lausanne, Georges Bridel 
& Cie. Paris, Librairie Tischbacher. Read pp.l91-4.06. 
36. Wild Life of the World.. A descriptive survey of the geo-
graphical distribution of animals. By R. Lydek:ker, F.R.S., 
v. II. London, Frederick Warne & Co. and New York. 
No date, but received at Boston Public Library, 1919 .. 
Descriptions of ~lverene, puma, badger • 
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